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REAR ADMIRAL ALLEN SMITH, JR.
Chief of Naval Air Technical Training

°}if e/corns efrldeand
lt is a pleasure to welcome you aboard Navy Memphis. No matter
what your duties may be during your tour here, I am certain that you will
find this tremendous training complex one of the most importcmt and challenging duty assignments of your career.
Since 1942, men and women of the Navy have been trained here for
duty with aviation activities ashore and afloat. They have earned an outstanding reputation for this installation. This has been largely due to the
high caliber of our instructors and students as well as the personnel of the
support activities. I know that you will put all of your efforts into your
work to further enhance this tradition of excellence.

You will find the Mid-South an agreeable environment where the
famed '`Southern Hospitality" is very much in evidence. There are many
interesting and historical places in the area to visit during off duty hours.
The cities of Memphis and Millington are most attractive with an abundance
of excellent schools and churches.
The Naval Air Station has a wide variety of fine recreational facilities
which you are urged to use during leisure time. Properly spent leisure
hours result in more productive working hours.

Again, Welcome Aboard, and best wishes for a pleasant and useful
tour.
CHIEF OF NAVAL AIR TECHNICAL TRAINING
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Training in the "Group IX" ratings, in additior
The Chief of Naval Air Technical Training, with to the schools o£ NATTC Memphis described on the
headquarters at NAS Memphis, directs a vast tech- next page, is conducted at Jacksonville, Fla.; Glynco,
nical.training program with schools and detachments Ga.; Philadelphia, Pa.; Lakehurst, N.Y.; and Pensalocated in many states. In fact, this far flung "camp- cola, Fla. The training covers aviation electricity,
us" extends from the rock-bound coast of Maine to the tower control, ground controlled approach, parachute
rigging, and survival equipment, photography, aviasunny shores of Oahu.
The nine subordinate commands each year train tion mechanics, catapults and arresting gear, aircraft
fuels,
ordnance,
aerography,
hydraulics,
25,000 technicians in the resldent schools and 80,000 engines,
structures, electronics, and fire control.
in the field schools.
The rapidly increasing complexity of our weapThe Naval Air Technical Training Command is
ons
systems requires a corresponding increase in the
one of four functional commands under the Chief of
Naval Air Training. The other three are Naval Air level of technical training and capability of the men
and women who operate and maintain the equipment.
Basic, Advanced, and Reserve Training.
Duties of the staff of the Chief of Naval Air Tech- The motto of the Chief of Naval Air Technical Trainnical Training involve supervision and coordination, ing is, "There's a better way of doing it .--find it!"
research and analysis, planning and inspection of all This attitude, with the emphasis on progress and efactivities of the subordinate training centers, units 1iciency points the way for the program that keeps
Naval aviation in top combat readiness.
and supporting air stations.
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efued efrife, g'tafro
sources under the auspices of the Dependents' Medical
Care Act, for specific information concerning the Act,
call ext. 475 or 286 (Administrative Officer, Medical
Department, Building N-22). Immunizations are given
at Building N-22 between the hours of 1300-1500 on
Tuesday. Wednesday and Thursday of each week.
Special immunization programs are announced
thi.oug.h the Plan of the Day and the Station News-

transient pilots. The Navigation Officer acts as counsel for pilots in the planning of flights, and he is assisted in his duties by a staff of qualified personnel.
The Operations Department is also responsible
for providing servicing to transient aircraft both milltary and civilian that arrive and depart at Naval Air
Station Memphis. The courteous efficient manner displayed by the Ti.ansient Line and Duty personnel and
the expeditious servicing rendered has helped to make
Memphis a crossroads for the Military and a popular

Papel`.

station to stop.

OPERATIONS CONTROL TOWER

Traffic Section, Flight Service, or Memphis Air Traffic Control. The Search and Rescue Branch provides
the services of a ready helicopter and. standby crew
while flight operations are in progress during daylight
hours. The Ground Controlled Approach Branch operates the electronic (radar) aircraft instrument landing
guidance control system.
CAPT. STOUGHTON STERLING, JR.
Commanding Officer
Naval Air Station, Memphis
ONE

OF

24

DENTAL

OPERATING
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DENTAL

BUILDING

The Naval Air Station, Memphis, Tennessee, has
an allowance of approximately 1116 enlisted men,
women and officers. The Naval Air Station is the logistic and support activity for many resident commands
including the Chief of Naval Air Technical Training,
Naval Air Technical Training Center, Marine Aviation Detachment, Naval Air Reserve Training Unit,
Marine Air Reserve Training Unit, and Naval Air
Maintenance Training Group.

DENTAL DEPARTMENT

Military personnel reporting to Navy Memphis
for duty are requested to check in (and out) with the
NAS Dental Department, located in Bldg. S-62, for
verification of dental record.
Personnel desiring dental treatment should re-

port for dental sick call (0800 and 1300), Monday
through Friday. A±.ter examination, patients will be
given written appointments consistent with the type of
treatment required.
MEDICAL DEPARTMENT
Personnel in need of dental treatment are reThe Naval Air Station Dispensary is located in
quested to report promptly at the above hours. It is
Building N-22, and operates on a 24-hour, 7-day week the responsibility of each patient holding a written
basis, furnishing the following services:
appointment to report at the designated time or to
cancel his appointment in advance by calling Ext.
Military Personnel

Further, the department provides a ready crash
and rescue party, available day and night, whenever
an aircraft is taking off or landing. These men and
the equipment they use, are in a constant state of readiness. The men are trained and are involved in weekly
practice o£ fire fighting in aircraft and in the rescue
of personnel.

The Operations Department is further responsible
for the proper care and custody of all ordnance equipment assigned to this activity and the maintenance
of the station armory, magazines and firing ranges.
The Photographic Division provides coverage for all
Naval Activities in the Mid-South area.
A Navigation Branch is located in the control
tower building and provides charts, publications and
navigation equipment for all units based aboard and
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The Aircraft Maintenance complex is located
northside adjacent to the airfield and the aircraft
parking ramps. Principal shops and offices occupy
the east side, lower deck of Hangar N-126. Included
are the department administrative and p`ersonnel offices, Planning, Quality Control, and Shops divisions,
and the Power Plants, Air frames, Avionics, and Material Support branches. The Aviator's Equipment
branch with parachute, survival equipment and oxygen shops, is housed in Bldg. N-9. Support Equipment
Branch shops and office are in N-12.
The Department furnishes "Class C" Aircraft
Maintenance services for the station and for all tenant
activities, including the Naval Air Reserve Training
Unit, Memphis, and the Naval Air Technical Training
Center as required. "Class D" maintenance shops and

8100.

The Dental Department maintains a 24-hour watch
Complete out-patient medical and surgical service
including immunizations, physical examinations, etc., to care for dental emergencies.
Dental treatment for dependents of military peris furnished. Those personnel who requil.9 in-patient
care are transferred to the U. S. Naval Hospital, sonnel is not authorized at Navy Memphis.
Memphis, for treatment and disposition. Routine sick
call hours are 0700, 1230, and 1800 daily, Emergency OPERATIONS
care is rendered at any time it may be necessary.
The Operations Department, under the direction
of the Operations Officer, is charged with the responsibility of directing and controlling air traffic deDependents
parting and arriving the Naval Air Station, Memphis.
Dispensary Medical and surgical care for deIt is the duty of the department t,o provide adequate
pendents of military personnel is limited to humaritar- weather information for pilots in the planning of their
ian (emergency) measures only and all types of imflights, to properly handle flight plans and guard
munizations. All other medical or surgical care must
flights until they are completed.
necessarily be obtained through the U. S. Naval HosThe Air Traffic Control Branch provides the fapital, Memphis, except when authorized by proper cility for the actual communications with aircraft, and
dil.ectives to obtain the same for civilian medical
relays the instructions to them originated by the Air

NAS AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE DEPARTMENT

TC-45

(SNB)

equipment are shared with the Naval Air Reserve
Training Unit, Memphis, while "Class E" and "F"
(Hangar and Line) facilities are devoted to the needs
of the Naval Air Station and transient aircraft.
Assigned aircraft include transports, single and
twin engine trainers, and single engine jet trainers
to meet the needs of up to 200 pilots stationed at
NATTC Schools, 0le Miss, Vanderbilt, and other activities without flight facilities of their own. Transient
pilots find NAS Memphis a convenient place for aircraft servicing and for remedy of aircraft troubles encountered while away from home base. About 600
visiting aircraft each month, of all types, models, and
Services, provide, for NAS Memphis Maintenance
men, experience truly exceptional in scope and variety.
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SECURITY DEPARTMENT

Armory for safekeeping. Information necessary to register firearms at Security is: Type, manufacturer,
caliber, and serial number.

The Security Department is responsible for the
Police Division (Perimeter and Internal Security) and
the Structural and Aircraft Fire Division. The Security
OfficeL is located in Bldg. S-2, adjacent to the main

PETS: Pets are not allowed aboard the station
unless registered with Security. Application forms
may be obtained at Security. At time of application,
proof of rabies inoculation for dogs six months of age
or over must be furnished. Identification tags are issued to pets registered.

gate, WILLIS Gate. Administrative hours are from
0800 to 1630, Monday through Friday. The police patrols and gate guards operate 24 hours a day.
Police Division

The station police constantly patrol the station,
Navy Road from the eastern city limits of Millington
to Bethuel Road east of the Station, and encourage
and promote safe driving habits. Station police are
authorized to issue tl.affic tickets to violators of traffic
regulations. Traffic court is held in Bldg. S-2 on Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday at 1100.
The Pass Section of Security registers all vehicles, pets and firearms. Requirements for registering a vehicle to obtain a station decal are:
Proof of ownership-Title or Bill of Sale
Certificate of automobile registi.ation
Valid Driver's License
Current vehicle. inspection sticker. (Personnel reporting aboard should have their vehicle inspected at Transportation, Bldg. S-9, prior to
applying for a decal at Security.) Active duty
personnel having a current vehicle inspection
sticker from the Naval Air Station are not requ-ired to purchase a City Sticker from or
have their vehicle inspected by the City of

The Photo Lab of the Pass Section takes photographs for military identification cards and issues the
Uniformed Services Identification and Privilege Cards
for dependents. Applications for the dependents' cards
must be processed through the cognizant personnel
office prior to application for the card at Security.
The Reception Center, Building S-2, provides hospitality kits for newcomers awaiting arrival of their
household goods. These kits contain such items as
kitchen utensils and dishes. Personnel of the center
offer assistance in problems about housing, entertainment and organizations in the local area, and route
to the proper military authorities questions of a military nature. Welcome aboard kits are available, con.taining maps and information concerning wives' organizations, clubs and recreational activities.
The following excerpts from station regulations
are listed for informational value, especially for personnel reporting aboard:
The maximum speed limit aboard the station is
Memphis.
25 miles per hour. Lower speed limits are posted. The
Liability Insurance ($10,000, $20,000 and $5,000 min- speed limit approaching any gate and in parking lots
imum). Restrictive driver type endoi.sements is 10 miles per hour.
not acceptable.
All numbered parking spaces are reserved from
The State of Tennessee has ruled that any state 0630 to 1700 each day unless otherwise marked for 24license plate on vehicles of service personnel on active hour periods. Vehicles may be parked only in desigduty will be honored if it is valid in the state in which mated parking areas and spaces. Personnel utilizing
it was issued. Other than Tennessee license plates will the main gate parking lots must meet the requirebe honored on vehicles of civilians only so long as ments posted. The parking lot west of the main gate
they apply to the laws of the state.
is reserved for visitor parking only. License numbers

FIREARMS: Officers may have firearms on the
station provided such firearms are stowed in a secure
place. Enlisted personnel must register firearms with
the Security Officer. Personnel occupying quarters
may keep their firearms in their quarters. Personnel
living in barracks must place firearms in the Station

are recorded daily. Vehicles illegally parked or parked in excess of the time limit are towed by a commercial towing company at the vehicle owner's expense.
Vehicle inspections are required three times per
year. Inspections are made at Transportation, Building S-9. Issuing and expiration periods are as follows:
No. 1 sticker-Issued I.rom 1 January through 30
April (Valid through 31 August)
No. 2 sticker-Issued from 1 May through 31
August (Valid through 31 Dec.)

No. 3 sticker-Issued from 1 September through

SECURITY GATE GUARDS OFFER DIRECTloNS

31 Dec. (Valid through 30 April)
Officers, enlisted personnel E-5 and above, and
personnel living in public quarters may notify the Security Department of the names of expected guests
and the estimated time of arrival. Such guests will be
permitted to enter the station unaccompanied. Guests
i`emaining aboard for three or more days should be
accompanied to Security by the military sponsor for
necessary passes.
Personnel of the Armed Forces of the United
States when in an active duty status may possess and
transport private cameras on the station. Photographs
may be taken only in the areas adjacent to o±.ficers'
messes,' public qua.rters, trailer courts, barracks and
outdoor athletic fields, unless specifically authori7.ed
to the contrary by the Commanding Officei`.
This office takes and maintains records of I.ingerprints of all civilian employees aboard the station and
also provides a lost and found service.
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Ext. 313, or the Chief of the Watch, Galley #3, Ext.
The Criminal Investigation Office of the Secui.ity 335. The Subsistence Division spaces located in the
Department is responsible for the conducting of local following buildings:
criminal investigations involving naval or civilian perSubsistence Office
S-6
sonnel at naval activities in the Memphis area. Th€`
Galley #3 (Seating capacity 1,300)
S-237
investigations are conducted for the purpose of obtainGalley #1 (Marine Galley, seating
ing facts surrounding an incident, or allegation, upon
capacity 500)
S-56
which responsible officers or agencies can base a
Bake Shop
S-76
course of action. Liaison with federal and local civilian
Butcher
S-5
law enfoi`cement agencies is maintained through this
Cold Storage Plant
S-5
office.
Dry Provisions Storeroom
S-242
The meal hours in the two galleys are as listed.
Criminal Investigation Branch

Structurcil and Aircraft Fire Division

The Fire Department consists of a Structural ll`ire
Branch and a Crash Fire and Rescue Branch.
The Structural Fire Branch provides fire protection for all Navy Memphis and through a mutual aid
agreement renders assistance to the City of Millington, Tennessee, when needed. The branch also conducts a continuous fire prevention program.
The Crash Fire and Rescue Branch performs aircraft fire fighting and rescue operations for all Navy
Memphis.
TRAFFIC

below:

Monday through Friday
Galley #1
breakfast
dinner (watch standers)
dinner (regular)
supper (watch standers)

Procedure for Reporting Accidents

a. Motor vehicle accidents, government or pi.ivate, occurring aboo7.d the statio7t will be reported to
the Security CPOW, ext. 669.
b. Got)er7tme7Lt motor vehicle accidents occurring
off the stat{o7t will be reported to the NAS OOD, ext.
500.

c. For analysis and record purposes, military personnel involved in p7.ttJate motor vehicle accidents occurring off the stotio7t will report the accident to the
NAS Traffic Safety Officer, Building S-2, ext. 8348,

within 24 hours or on the next regular work day. This
office also assists personnel in the completion of accident reports required by the State of Tennessee.
The operator will report accident occurl`ences to
his immediate supervisor. He will not leave or disturb
the scene of the accident by moving vehicles or materials unless such constitute a fire or safety hazard.

SUPPLY DEPARTMENT

The Supply Department provides Supply Support
Services to all activities at NAS Memphis. The Suppl}Office is located in Bldg. N-1]. The Supply Duty 0±.ficer may be contacted in Bldg. N-11 or by telephone
at Ext. 618 at all times for information or assistance.
The Commissary Division, Clothing and Small Stores
Retail Store, and the Household Goods Branch ai`e part
of the Supply Department Services.

1630 to I.700

supper (regular)
1700 to 1800
Galley #3
break fa st
0530
dinner (watch standers)
1030
dinner (regular)
1100
Supper (watch standers)
1630
Supper (regular)
1700
Saturdays, Sundays and Holidays
Galleys #1 &3

SAFETY

The Secretary of the Navy directs that each station conduct an OPERATION DRIVESAFE Program
to reduce the number of traffic accidents involving
military personnel. These accidents deplete manpower
resources, drain millions of dollars from the government annually in hospitalization and insurance costs,
and cause untold human suf±`ering.

0545 to 0730
1030 to 1045
1100 to 1230

brunch
Supper

0700 to 1200
1600 to 1700

Clothing and Smcill Stores

The Clothing and Small Stores retail store is located in the northwest wing of Bldg. S-52. The store is
operated as a self-service market and a complete line
of normally required items of clothing and small
stores is carried in stock. Special sizes of clothing, not
normally stocked in the store, can be ordered through
the C&SS office, located in the same building.
The hours of operation of the Clothing & Small
Stores retail store are as listed below:
Tuesday through Friday
1100 to 1700
Saturday

Sundays, Mondays and Holidays

0900 to 1200

Closed

Household Goods Branch of the Supply Depcirtment

The Household Goods Branch arranges with contl`actors for packing, unpacking, storing and transportation of household goods for authorized personnel;
assists personnel in filing claims for reimbursement
of shipping costs and insures collection of liability
statement as appropriate before shipment.
It is suggested that anyone having household
goods or personal effects shipped into the Memphis
area at Government expense, contact the Household
Goods Office immediately upon their arrival to obtain information or furnish delivery instructions regarding the shipment.
The office is located in the north end of Bldg.
S-242 and information may be obtained by visiting the
office oi. telephoning Ext. 420, 382, or 441. 'I'he hours
of operation are from 0800 to 1630, Monday through
Friday.

Subsistence Division

The Subsistence Division operates on a 24-houl`.
7-day per week basis to serve meals to all authorized
enlisted personnel from the various commands housed
aboard as well as I.light lunches and meals to organized groups. The division utilizes two galleys, a bake
shop and a butcher shop. Services or infoi`mation rna.v
be obtained by contacting the Subsistence Of±`icei.,

PUBLIC WORKS

The Public Works Department is the service organization responsible for repairs, upkeep, maintenance, alterations, and construction of buildings.
grounds, structures, and utilities on the station. This
department is equipped to perform the major portion
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Married Enlisted Men's Quarters

There are 871 quarters available for assignment
to incoming married enlisted personnel who are reporting for a normal tour of shore duty. Applications
are accepted by the Housing Clffice, Building S-236,
±'rom men in pay grades E-4 with seven years service
through E-9. Assignment to public quarters is based
on seniority and date of applic.ation. All married enlisted personnel may occupy public quarters, but enlisted personnel in the lower pay grades will be assigned to such quarters only after the housing requirement for senior, eligible personnel is satisfied.
Enlisted men who occupy public quarters forfeit their
BAQ.

COMPTROLLER

DEPARTMENT

The Comptroller Department is located on the
second deck of Bldg. S-96, directly south of the Navy
Exchange. The Comptroller Department is responsible
for budgeting, Internal Review and Auditing, Program
Performance and Analyisis, Accounting, Disbursing
(military and civilian) and automatic Data Processing utilizing electronic computers. Accounting and disbursing services are provided to all tenant activities
at Navy Memphis.

DISBURSING

The disbursing office is located topside in Bldg.
NOTE: Sufficient, adequate public quarters are
available on the station; therefore, all permanently- S-96. All Navy Memphis commands are paid by the
Naval Air Station disbursing o££ice. Payments are
fisos|grnegd'o¥fa]::i,edBE±e];S;:%nes.2a3r6:ubre8f::et°mca°££tnagctat£; made by check bi-weekly on Thursdays.
firm commitments for civilian housing in the area. 0£Special pay should only be requested in cases
lice hours are from 0800 to 1630 Monday through Friof extreme emergency and must be approved by the
day..
division and the enlisted personnel officer. Allotments
may be registered between 0800 and 1615 each working
day except the third working day and the morning
Trailer Spaces
of the second working day preceeding the 15th and
There are 94 trailer spaces available I.or assign30th of the month.
ment to personnel (officer and enlisted) by the Housing O±fice, Building S-236. Assignments are based on

date of application. Waiting lists are maintained by
the Housing O££ice.

Individual Private Rentals and Information on Proiects

and/or Realtors

PUBLIC WORKS BUILDING (S-236)

TI`ansportation
Memphis is mostly
services shall be as follows:
(a) Telephone calls to the Public Works Trouble stations are outside
Desk, Bldg. S-236, Ext. 610, may be made at any time to facilitate sharing

from the Naval Air Station to
by bus or by automobile. Ride
both liberty gates on Navy Road
rides in automobiles. Bus service
of the day or night to obtain the services of a repair to Memphis is supplied by a commercial bus comcrew on items of emergency or urgent nature requiring pany. Buses leave Memphis and NAS throughout the
immediate attention. Calls must be limited to bonafide day. Faster service is supplied during rush hours. This
emergency items (such as broken water lines, broken same bus company supplies bus service to Millington,
windows, inoperable heating systems, etc.) in order Kerrville, Drummond, Munford, and Giltedge, Tenn.
that the desk may not be but.dened by requests for For information on schedule.s, contact Transports, Inc.,
203 South Orleans St., Memphis, Phone JA6-4323 or
items of a secondary nature.
(b) Requests for services, except emergency JA5-2224; or, in case of emergency, contact OOD at
work, shall be submitted to the Public Works Depart- Ext. 500.
ment on the Standard work request form, copies o£
which are available from the Public Works DepartHOUSING INFORMATION
ment, Bldg. S-236. These requests must be signed by
an authorized person, and they must contain comPublic Quarters
plete justification, clear description of the work de- Married Officers' Quarters
sired and sketches if appropriate.
There are 134 quarters available for assignment
by the Commanding Officer, Naval Air Station (119
quarters) and the Commanding Officer, U.S. Naval
TRANSPORTATION
Hospital (15 quarters) to incoming o££icers who are
A fifteen minute bus schedule is maintained
aboard, and buses are marked North, East and West. reporting for a normal tour of shore duty. Officers
These buses rendezvous at the terminal on Fifth Ave- who occupy public quarters forfeit their BAQ. Officers who desire base housing should contact their
nue for the purpose of transferring passengers. Radio
personnel or Administrative Officer for information
dispatched vehicles are available at Ext. 289 or 418
on assignment to quarters.
ft.r official use.

of work of this nature. The procedure for obtaining
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Travel claims may be submitted on any working
day between 0800 and 1615. Dependent travel claims
may be submitted on any working day between 0800
and 1615 after dependents have performed their travel
and have established a bonafide residence. All travel
claims will normally be paid at the time of submis-

A listing of available rental housing within a sion. Personnel reporting for permanent duty at Navy
twenty mile radius of the station is displayed on an Memphis must submit their travel claim within 15
Information Board in the Information/Reception days if they drew advance travel pay.
Center, Bldg. S-2. Listings contain information as to
type of unit, location, numbers of bedrooms, amount
of rent, and other pertinent data.
NAS LEGAL AND DISCIPLINE OFFICE
Information about housing projects and/or realThe NAS Legal and Discipline Office is located
tors in the area is posted on an Information Board in S-38. Hours: 0800-1630, Monday through Friday. The
located in the Information/Reception Center, Bldg.
Discipline Officer assists the Commanding Officer in
S-2. A complete list of realtors in Memphis and Milthe maintenance of good order and discipline aboard
lington is also displayed on the bulletin board along`
the Naval Air Station and processes all violators of the
with a listing of units available for rent by Memphis
Unifoi`m Code of Military Justice for appearance at
and Millington realty companies.
Captain's Mast or referral to a Court-Martial. The
Legal Officer is primarily responsible for handling all
legal matters whether civil or criminal in nature,
which arise within the command, including courtsmartial, investigations, legal assistance and Notary
Public sei`vice for military personnel and their dependents who are attached to the Naval Air Station.
The Legal Office is headed by a Commander and two
junior officer assistants who are all graduate lawyers,
certified for their legal duties by the Judge Advocate
General of the Navy. Personnel desiring legal assistance should appear in person or call extensions 376
or 378 for an appointment.
Ot;her LegaL Offices

The Staff Legal Office, staffed by a Captain and
two junior officers, is also located in S-38. Hours:
0800-1630, Monday through Friday, extensions 353 or
638.

The NATTC Legal Office, staffed by a Commander
and two junior offlcers, is also located in S-38. Hours:
NATTC VOLUNTEER BAND

MASTER AT ARMS

The Station Master at Arms Force acts in the
capacity as special assistants to the NAS Executive
Officer and consists of a Chief Master at Arms and
such other Master at Arms as may be required for the
maintenance of good order and discipline and are responsible for the enforcement of all regulations and
orders duly promulgated by the Commanding Officer.
The Station Master at Arms maintains a barracks
for the berthing of personnel in a disciplinal`y status,
which may be utilized by all activities based aboard
this station. A Lucky Bag is provided for the safekeeping of personal property, this facility may also
be used for the storage of clothing of personnel going.
on leave. Clothing which has been propel.ly authorized
1'oi` sale or transfer is accepted for "D.C." 0800 to 1200

OFFICER`S CAPEHART HOUSING
ENLISTED CAPEHART HOUSING

chaplains i`epresenting the major Pi`otestant denominations, the Roman Catholic Church, and when available a Jewish Chaplain.
A free nursery service is provided each Sunday
I.oi` the convenience of those parents attending Divine
Services. The nursery is located in Building S-158, and
js open each Sunday from 0755 until 1315.

The duty chaplain is always available after normal working hours foi` all emergencies and your assistance. He can be reached at extensions 496/658 ol`
through the Of±'icei. of the Day.

Many opportunities for rewarding service are
afforded in our Navy Memphis Chapel Program. The
Catholic, Jewish and Protestant Choirs offer the privi]i``gi` of pal.ticipation in worship through music. Men
alid women who like to sing. are always welcome to
j(tin thi`si` choirs. Pianists and organists are encoura`t.ed to volunteer their sei`vices. You may also like
to voluntcei. to ushei`, teach in the Church School, or
€`.i.ii.`t the Catholic Chaplain as a server.

Mondays and Wednesdays only. All unclaimed or discarded clothing is "D.C.'ed" and delivei`ed to the
Navy Relief Thrift Shop for sale.
Aboard this station the Mastei` at Ai`ms DOES
NOT conduct Lucky Bag sales, or auction off disA vital part o±` the Protestant Chapel Program is
chargees' clothing. The sale of this clothing is con- the fully departmentalized Sunday School with classes
ducted by the Navy Relief Thrift Shop.
for nursery age through adults. This active and growThe Station JVlaster at Arms assig`n and supei`vise ing Sunday School is in constant need of qualified
both extra duty and hard labor without confinement teachers, staff members, and assistants. Military perunder the supervision and direc.tion o±` the Disciplini3 sonnel or dependents who desire to serve God in a
Officer.
teaching capacity or assist in the work of the Sunday
The Station Master at Arms under the direction Church School ai.e encouraged to contact the Sunday
of the Executive Officer is responsible for the station School Directol` at extension 496. A continuing Teacher
Beautification Program.
Ti`aining. Progi.am is conducted semi-annually to preThe Station Master at Arms assists the legal and pare the inexperienced to teach.
Discipline Offices and the Station Brig in handling of
DIVINE SERVICES
personnel in a disciplinary status. Naval Guards are
provided to pick up unauthorized absentees in the MidCatholic
South area and transferring prisoners as necessary. SUNDAY:
They maintain a patrol of the station from 0800 to 2330
0645 Chapel of Mic`hael the Archangel, S-52 Holy Mass
0900 Chapel ol' Michael the Archangel, S-52 Holy Mass
daily, and render any assistance required by the OOD
1030 Chapel of Michael the Archangel, S-52 Holy Mass.
and the departments that are of a police nature.
Master at Arms personnel assigned to the vai`ious
barracks and other activities is a responsibility ol the
department concerned and not a function of the Station Master at Arms Foi`ce.
FIRST

LIEUTENANt

The First Lieutenant Office located in Bldg. S-44,
olfers the use of bedding to all per.sonnel reporting on
board for duty or training except Marine Air Detachment and Naval and Marine Air Reserve Ti.aining
Units.
Personnel reporting in after noi`mal working hours

will be assigned temporary berthing in the First Lieutenant Barracks (S-44), until assigned quarters by
the Personnel Office.
All transient personnel will check in with the First
Lieutenant O£±'ice for assignment o±. berthing and temporary use of bedding.
All barracks and school areas are issued Janitorial Supplies each Wednesday from 0800 to 1100 and
1300 to 1400.

All soiled linens are exchanged weekly by bar.racks MAAs on a no-cost basis. It is the responsibilty
of each individual to prevent loss or damage of government bedding in his custody.
CHAPLAIN`S DEPARTMENT

A very complete religious progi`am of Sunday and
weekday activities for Roman Catholic, Jewish, Pi`otestant, Latter Day Saints, and Chi`istian Science pei`sonnel is directed by this department. Chaplains' offices are located in the Religious Activities Building.
S-59. The Chaplains' Department staff is composed of
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MEMBER OF BETH EL CHAPEL

SUNDAY: (Contd.)

1200 Chapel o£ Michael the Archangel, S-52
Sacrament of Baptism, following 1200

Holy Mass

Mass.

Arrangements should be made a week
in advanc.e.

MONDAY:
1115 Chapel
1130 Chapel
1615 Chapel
1630 Chapel
17ap Chapel

of Michael
o£ Michael
of Michael
of Michael
Community

the Archangel,
the Archangel,
the Archangel,
the Archangel,
Center` S-52

S-52 Confession
S-52 Holy Mass
S-52 Confession
S-52 Holy Mass
Catholic`

Marl.iagt`

Insti.uction

TUESDAY:
1115 Chapel of Michael the Al`chang`el, S-52

Conies.`ion

1130
1615
1630
1700

Holy Mass

Chapel
Chapel
Chapel
Chapel

of Michael the Archangel, S-52
of Michael the Archangel, S-52
o£ Michael the Arc`hangel, S-52
Community Center, S-52

1930 Chapel Community Center, S-52

First Tuesday of each month
1930 Chaplains' Off.ice Building, S-59

Third Tuesday of each month
WEDNESDAY:
1115 Chapel of Michael the Archangel,
1130 Chapel of Michael the Archangel,
1615 Chapel of Michael the Archangel,
1630 Chapel of Michael the Archangel,
1700 Chapel Community Center, S-52
1900
1930

0n
2000

Cont.ession

Holy Mass
Adult Religious
Instl.uction
Ladies Guild
Meeting
Ladies Guild
Council Meetinf;

INTERIOR OF CHAPEL OF

MONDAY:
1000 Chapel Community Center, S-52

Confession
Holy Mass
Confession
Holy Mass
Adult Religiou``
Instruc.tion
Chapel of. Michael the Archangel, S-52 Choir Practice
Chapel of Michael the Archangel, S-52 Bible Vigil
Wednesday preceding majoi` I.easts
Study Club
Chapel Community Center, S-52

First Monday each month

S-52
S-52
S-52
S-52

1800 Chapel Community Center, S-52

Protestant Marriage

1900 Cal`'ary Chapel, S-166

Clinic
Navy-Mai`ine Choir

TUESDAY:
1830 Calvary Chapel, S-166
1900 Sunday School Building, S-29
2000 Study Room, S-166

1130 Chapel oi. Michael the Archangel`
1615 Chapel ot Michael the Arc.hangel.
1630 Chapel ttt. Mic.hael the Archangel.

WEDNESDAY:
0€30 Calvary Communion Chapel, S-166

Michael
Michael
Michael
Michael

the
the
the
the

Bible Study Fellowship
LDS MIA
Christ.ian Science Mtg.

Holy Communion Serv
(Episcopal

Archangel,
Archangel,
Archangel,
Archangel,

Chaplain)

Calvary Chancel
Choir Rehearsal

1900 Calvary Chapel, S-166

o£
o£
o£
of

Protestant Women of
the Chapel

Rehearsal

THURSDAY:
1115 Chapel of Michael the Archangel.

FRIDAY:
1115 Chapel
1130 Chapel
1615 Chapel
1630 Chapel

MICHAEL THE ARCHANGEL

NAVY EXCHANGE RETAIL STORE

THURSDAY:

Junior Choir Rehearsal

1600 Calvary Chapel, S-166

SATURDAY:

10151115 Chapel Community Center, S-52

FRIDAY:

Catechetical
Instruction,

1900 Sunday School Bldg., S-29

Jewish

1030 Chapel of Michael the Archangel, S-52 Altar Server
Instruction for.

TUESDAY:

military personnel
1130 Chapel of Michael the Archangel, S-52 Holy Mass
1930 Chapel of Mic.hael the Archangel` S-52

Lattci. day

Saints Study Fc`llowshii)

Grades 1-12

1830-

Reformed

1900 Building S-59

FRIDAY:
1830 Chapel Community Center. S-52

Confession

Study Group

1730 Calvary Chapel, S-166
1800 Beth EI Chapel, S-59
1900 Chapel Community Center, S-52

First Sunday each month
|gL30.Chapel Community Center, S-52
0800 Refoi`med Latter Day Saints. S-29

Mom-Fri....

...

Junior High Youth
Fellowship
United Christian
Fellowship
LDS Service
Protestant Chapel

NAVY EXCHANGE FACILITIES

MAIN RETAIL STORE
Weekdays
Sat.

0800-1630
0930-1730
0930-1330

...

Saturday

..

Saturday

. 0900-1730
. 0900-1330

0830-1700

Sun. -Mom.

Closed

HOSPITAL RETAIL STORE
Mom.-Fri.

. 0930-1730
. 0930-1330

Mom-Fri.....
Saturday.......

§8§§:::§§

..

COBBLER SHOP
Mon-Fri.....

Saturday....

S-79

CUSTOMER ASSISTANCE
Mon.-Fri.........

......... 0930-1730`

Sat.

......... 0930-1330

. 1000-1900
. 0800-1200

S-74

LAUNDRY & DRY CLEANING

NORTH SIDE RETAIL--N-24
Tues.. Wed„ Sat.

S-79

WATCH REPAIR SHOP

N-24
Mon.-Fri....

Saturday

0930-1700
0930-1330

S-79

Mom-Fri

OFFICE
Mom.-Fri.

S-79

OPTICAL SERVICE
Mon.-Fri.

Sabbath Servicii

BARBER SHOPS

SUNDAY:
0800 Calvary Communion Chapel, S-166 Holy Communion Serv
(Episcopal Chaplain)
NARTU & MARTD
0805 Building N-104
Divine Service
Holy Communion Ser`'
0830 Beth EI Chapel, S-59
(Lutheran Chaplain)
Sunday Church School
0930 Sunday School Building, S-29
Divine Service
0930 Calvary Chapel, S-166
LDS Priesthood Mtg.
0930 Beth EI Chapel, S-59
Divine Service
1100 Calvary Chapel, S-166
LDS Sunday School
1115 Sunday School Building, S-29

S-79
. 0930-1730
. 0930-1330

S-79

WESTERN UNION
Saturday

Protestant

1730 Chapel Community Center, S-52

TV & RADIO REPAIR
Mon-Fri....
Saturday
...

S-79

Mom-Fri............

......... 0730-1730

Saturday............

......... 0730-1200

S-156

PICK-UP STATIONS

1730
: 133o

Mon.-Fri............

.1100-1300-1400-1900

Saturday...........

......... 0800-1200

S-79

Mon-Fri

........

0830-1630

s-56 W5

SHIP'S STORE-S-79
Tues., Wed.-Fi`i.
Mon.
Sat.
Sun.

Council

Senior High Youth
Fello\`-ship
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1730-2100

Closed
1330-2100
1300-2100

PERSONAL SERVICES
Mon.-Fri....
Saturday
...

. 0900-1730
. 0900-1330
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Saturday

0800-1800

...`...................... 0800-1200

Mom-Sun.....

. 0800-1730
. 0800-1330

Saturday
MARINE

.

Saturday
BEAUTY SHOPS
NAS
Tues-Fri .
Mom & Sat

Mom-Thurs

N-4
. . .

. 0830-1700
. 0800-1200

Mom-Fri

COMMISSARY STORE
The U.S. Navy Commissary Store, Bldg. N-91,

.... 0600-2030

Fri, Sat & Sun
BOWLING ALLEY

S-80

Naval Air Station, Memphis, is located on Navy Road
between the Naval Air Station main gate and the U.S.
Naval Hospital. Access to the store is through Brown
Gate, adjacent to the store parking lot. Store hours

.... 0600-2200

S-78

...

. .1100-1300

1730-2100

S-80

Saturday....

.... 1200-2100

Sunday......

.... 1300-2100

. 0800-2000
. 0800-1630

Mon-Fri

are as follows:
Sunday

...

Thursday

.... 0800-1900

Saturday....

.... 0700-1900

sunday......

.... 0800-1900

'Saturday

Fri ......................... 0800-1630

Mom-Fri..........................0730-1500

Vending Snack Bar open 24 hours daily
SERVICE STATIONS

NAVY ROAD
(Mechanic on Duty)

N-341

POPCORN STAND

N-24

COMMISSARY COMPOUND.
Tuesday, Wed., Fri. ..

Sat

N-117

Thursday.............
Saturday.............

. 0930-1700
. 0930-1830
. 0900-1300

Sun, Mom & Holidays . .

. . .Closed

NAVY EXCHANGE SERVICE STATION

Mon-Fri..........................1730-2030

&

Sun

..................... 1300-1530

Daily..........................0730-2300

1730-2030

COMMISSARY COMPOUND
Tuesday, Wed. & Fri.
Thursday..........

(Commissary Store)
........... 0830-1700
...........

1000-1930

Saturday.................

0830-1330

Sun., Mon. & Holidays

Closed

.....

Monday

................ Closed

Friday ...0930 to 1700

...................... 0930

to

1830

...................... 0930

to

1300

The Commissary Store is operated by Naval officers, Naval enlisted personnel and civilian employees. The primary mission is to provide to authorized patrons a convenient means of purchasing groceries at the lowest practicable cost. Merchandise carried are nationally advertised brands of canned goods
plus complete meat and fresh produce departments.
Certain household items, however, must be purchased
through the Navy Exchang`e. All sales are cash and

HOSPITAL SNACK BAR

Monday..........................0800-1200

and

Tuesday, Wednesday

N-26A

GOLF COURSE

HOSPITAL
Tues.,

.... 0600-2130
.... 1100-2130

OPERATIONS

Saturday.........................0800-1200

Mon-Fri

N-24

Mon-Fri ...
Sat & Sun . . .

S-10

PORTRAIT STUDIO

.... 0600-2130

NORTH-SIDE

Mon-Fri..........................0800-1700

Services of the Navy Exchange are available to
all military personnel and their dependents, retired
personnel, uniformed personnel of other armed services and their dependents as authorized by regulations.

Rec C- S-79

S-79 CAFETERIAS & SNACK BARS

TAILOR SHOPS
Mom-Fri

Carry.

SPECIAL NOTES TO NEW ARRIVALS

Your military or dependent's identification card

The Bulletin Board-At the Main Exchange, Bldg.

S-79, notices are posted to buy or sell; give or receive. is authority to enter the Commissary Store. Telephone
The main categories are: house rentals, house .sales, orders are not permitted. Personal checks will be
furniture, automobiles, household goods, appliances, accepted for the amount of the purchase in any
amount. Since no nursery facalities are availsporting equipment, pets and baby sitting.

Customer Assistance-Mrs. Carter at Ext. 683
and located at the Main Exchange, Bldg. S-79, can
assist with special order merchandise and can also
provide additional information regarding the Navy
Exchange facilities.
Household Materials-The Main Exchange has the
full range of common household supplies which most
Navy families need to set up upon arrival.
Special Services-When you read elsewhere in
this book about the varied recreational activities available here, remember that they are financed by the
profits from your Navy Exchange. The Navy Exchange System around the world supports the Navy's
Recreation and Welfare Programs, thereby saving. the
taxpayers millions of dollars every year.

able -at the Commissary Store, children may enter the
sales floor but must remain in close company with
parents and are not permitted to handle merchandise
or push car.ts. A dependent child must be 14 years of
age to be admitted without the parent.
Commissary Stores are non-profit I.esale facilities. All labor costs al.e paid for by appropriated funds.
Law prohibits the resale or giving away of any article
purchased. All purchases must be for the sole use of
the authorized patron or for use of the dependent members of the authorized patron's family.

SPECIAL SERVICES
Intramural Athletics

An extensive Intramural Athletic Program is conducted under the supervision of the Special Services
Officer. The Intramural sports year is divided into
three seasons and is comprised of the following sports:
Fall Season-touch football, volleyball, boxing, table
tennis, horseshoes. Winter Season-bowling, basket,.ball, badminton. Spring and Summer-tennis, golf,
swimming, softball and baseball. Trophies are awarded to the winners of the various leagues in the team
sports and to the winning individuals in individual
•competition. The Admiral's Trophy is awarded to the
activity acquiring the most points during an intramural sports year. A point system has been established
to encourage participation. It is possible for a unit to
win the Admiral's Trophy by accumulating points
thru participation without ever winning station championship.
Varsity Athletics

COMMISSARY STORE
NORTHSIDE CAFETERIA N-24
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All activities in the Memphis area contribute their
top talents to form our Memphis Navy varsity teams.
Sports conducted on a varsity level are football,
basketball, golf, bowling, tennis, volleyball, softball,
boxing, judo and swimming. In addition to these sports,
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teams that will participate in All-Navy competition
are selected from intramural competition and are on
a semi-varsity level.

Tennis

There are seven tennis courts available for use.
Four are located north side, two adjacent to the gymnasium and two in the vicinity of Bldg. N-26 which
are lighted for night play. These courts are available
to enlistecl personnel. There are three courts located
in the BOQ area which are also available for night
play. Tennis rackets, balls and shoes are available in
the athletic equipment issue room of the gymnasium.
` Riding Stables

In March of 1962, a new riding stable was opened
on the northside of the station, just past the firing
range. It is open to all military personnel, dependents,
and their guests. The charge for one hour of riding is
$1.25. Boarding of privately-owned horses is available
to all personnel authorized to use the facility for a
nominal charge. There is, in addition, a large lighted
riding arena available for the staging of rodeos and
competitive "horseplay". Organized night riding and

hay rides, play surreys and pony carts, are also available. The stable is open from 0900 until 30 minutes
before sunset Monday through Friday and from 0800
until 30 minutes before sunset on Saturday, Sunday
and holidays.
Fishing

GOLF COURSE

Fishing equipment (rods, reels and minnow
buckets) can be checked out at the gear issue room in
the Drill Hall, Bldg. N-82. Outboard motors may be
checked out at the Hobby Shop Garage, Bldg. N-114.
Golf
Twelve and fourteen foot aluminum boats are availAn eighteen-hole golf course and club house is able for check out at the gymnasium, Bldg. N-82. The
located on the north side of the station. Lessons are motors are issued with three and one-half gallons of
given by the club professional for a nominal fee. Golf gasoline and a charge of S.75 is made to defray the
clubs and carts are available on a rental basis. Greens cost of this gasoline. Due to the limited number availfees can be paid for daily or, if desired, a monthly or able, motors and boats cannot be reserved, they are
yearly ticket may be purcha.sed at the golf pro shop. issued on a first-come basis and may be checked out
The course is open for play at 0700 Monday through for a 48-hour period or over the weekend.
Friday and 0600 Saturday, Sunday, and holidays. A
Navy Exchange operated snack bar is located in the Hobby Shop
golf club house where refreshments can be obtained.
The Hobby Shop is located in Bldg. S-60 and offers
excellent facilities for woodworking, ceramics, photography, radio and television, 1eathercraft, and model
airplane building. Qualified instructors are on hand
Movies
Movies are available to base personnel in the to assist would-be hobbyists in the above fields. Autonorth auditor.ium, Bldg. N-24. A different movie is fea- mobile paint spraying is also available at the Hobby
tured each night and is shown at the following hours: Shop. Hours of operation are from 1300 to 2130 Tuesday
1800-2000 Monday thru Friday; 1330-1900 Saturdays, through Friday, from 0900 to 2100 Saturdays and holiSundays, and holidays. Price of admission is S.10, and days and from 1300 to 2130 on Sunday.
please bring your own dime as turnstiles are utilized.
For those who forget, change can be obtained from the
Hobby Shop Garage
popcorn vendor or the pool hall attendant.
The Hobby Shop Garage is located in Bldg. N-114
and is well equipped to provide tools and equipment

covering minor overhauls and body work. Instructors
are on hand to assist the amateur automobile repair-

Billiards

Pool tables are available in the Bldg. N-24. The
cost is one cent per minute per table regardless of the
number of players. Hours of operation are from 1700
until 2130 Monday through Friday, from 0900 until
2130 on Saturday and holidays, and from 1300 until

man. Hours of operation are from 1300 to 2130 Tuesday
throingh Friday, and from 0900 to 2100 Saturday,
Sunday and holidays.

2130 on Sunday.

Athletic equipment is issued, on a daily basis for
individual use and for seasonal use by intramural and
varsity teams, from the Issue Room located in the
gymnasium, Bldg. N-82. Camping and water ski equipment may be checked out on a first-come, first-serve
basis for a 48 hour period or over the weekend. Bicycles are also available on a limited basis with a
nominal charge for maintenance.

Handball

There are two indoor and two outdoor handball
courts available for use. These courts are located in
the BOQ area. Handball equipment is available in the
athletic equipment issue room of the gymnasium.

Athletic Gecir
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220, for requests for new service, moves, or changes
The gymnasium, Bldg. N-82, has many athletic in old quarters or offices. Residents of Capehart and
facilities available such as basketball, volleyball, bad- Wherry Housing should contact the Millington Teleminton, weight lifting, wrestling, boxing, etc. A steamphone Company, telephone number 872- 3311, for teleroom is available for those wishing to shed exess phone service, as the Navy does not provide service
poundage. All hands dances are Ire.quently held in the to these quarters.
Telephones with three-digit numbers and those
gymnasium and it is the main gathering place for
social recreations such as the Cotton Camival, Navy in the 8300 series are unrestricted and may be used
for making off-station calls.
Relief Carnival, and the Marine Corps Ball.
Many telephones at the Memphis Naval Activities
Swimming
have restricted service. If your o±±.ice telephone numDuring the summer months five swimming pools ber is in the 8100, 8200, 8700, or 8800 number gi.oups,
Gymnasium

are available. The Officers' Club pool;.Rec ``D" pool,
you have restricted service and can make only interBldg. S-78; Chief Petty Officers' Club pool, Bldg. S-191; station telephone calls. Dial "223" for the Navy Opera-

and Re.c "8" pool, Bldg. S-80, are outdoor pools and
are opened daily from 1000 to 2100. The Northside
swimming pool, Bldg. N-79, is an indoor pool with
the same hours of operation. This pool is the only
one that remains open through the winter months.
Clothes and valuable checkrooms are available.

Bowling

tor or Information, when calling I.rom a restricted
telephone. Off-station calls, whether local or long`
distance, cannot be made from or to these telephones
with restricted service.
The procedure for making calls from unrestricted

b.

96 periodicals.
A music listening room with a good sized collec-

tion of classical and semi-classical phonograph records is provided for all hands.
The library is open from 0900 to 2100 daily except
Sundays and holidays when the hours are from 1300
to 2100.

Navy Memphis personnel receive their mail
through their departments, schools and military organizations. All personnel should get their correct mailing address from their division officers as soon as
possible after reporting aboard. Mail is delivered and
picked up once in the morning and once in the afternoon Monday through Friday. Mail is picked up twice
on Saturday and once on Sunday.
U. S. Mail boxes (for outgoing mail) are located
throughout NAS for convenience of personnel stationed aboard.
The Postal Directory is located in the rear of the
Post Office, B]dg. S-4, entrance on south platform. All
personnel should check in at the Postal Directory when
coming aboard and check out when transferred from
one command to another within the station. The Postal
Directory needs this information so your mail will be
delivered or forwarded without delay.
Hours of Service

Monday through Friday
0800-1630
Saturday
0800-1200
Closed Sundays and Federal Holidays.

„223„ or "0"

c.

Tennessee.

Post Office

The Naval Air Station Post Office is located at the
main gate in Bldg. S-4. A branch of the Memphis,
Tenn., Post Office, it offers all postal services normally found at a first class post o££ice, except postal savings. Post office boxes are also available for renting.
All registered, insured, certified, and C.O.D. mail
will be called for by addressee after proper notice is
issued.
Hours of Service
NAVY NURSERY

Monday through Friday
Saturday

0830-1700
0800-1200

Closed Sundays arid Federal Holidays.

STATION BANK
NAS branch of Peoples State Bank at Millington,
Tenn., is located in Bldg. S-4. Banking facilities are
listed below:
Savings Accounts, Checking Accounts, Commer-

SERVICE

number is 872-1711.

Saturday

Only pay station telephones, or telephones in
quarters, shall be used by personnel making offstation calls of a. personal nature. Incoming calls
for persons whose telephone numbers are not known,
shall be referred to the appropriate personnel directory
service. All official long distance calls must be authorized by officers who have been delegated this authority.
No one shall make any adjustment or alteration
to telephones aboard this station except authorized
telephone company employees, as the telephone systern is leased from a commercial telephone company.
Contact the Telephone Office, Building N-1, extension

brary. There are 34,000 volumes in the library and approximately 200 new books are added to the library
each month. Among these books will be found the best
sellers in fiction and non-fiction, a collection of books
for children of all ages and a wealth of ref.erence material for research on any subject. The library also receives two local and seven out of town newspapers and

To call the Navy Information Operator, dial

cial Loans, Automobile Loans, Life Insurance Loans,
The Telephone Branch is a vital part of the Com- Real Estate Loans, Collateral Loans, Installment
munications Division. The Telephone O'££icer, under Loans, Safe Deposit Boxes, Customer Notes Collected,
the direction of the Communications Officer, manages Funds Transferred by Mail, Wire, or Cable, U. S.
the station telephone office, which provides telephone Savings Bonds Issued and Redeemed, Personalized
service for the Memphis Naval Activities. Telephone Checks, Notary Public Services, Night Depository,
service is I.urnished the station on a 7-day, 24-hour Bank By Mail Services, F. D. I. C. Insurance on each
basis with the operators handling an average of 6,000 account, Cashier's Checks & Exchange, Certified
calls daily, both official and unofficial calls. Thousands Checks, Traveler's Checks and Bank Money Orders.
more calls are completed each day through the use HOURS
of the automatic dial system. The Navy telephone
Monday through Friday
0900-1430
TELEPHONE

Mclil

mark, Munford, Bartlett, and Memphis, dial
"9", and then dial your telephone number.

When placing long distance toll calls, paid
or collect, dial "0", the Navy operator, and
give her pertinent information requested.
The payment of bills for unofficial telephone
Picnic Grounds
service rendered to subscribers who reside in old
Picnic grounds are available on the south side quarters aboard the station is made at the Navy
of the station for division parties during the week Telephone Office, Building N-1 which is open from
and family outings on the weekend. There are bar-b-q 0800 to 1630, Monday through Friday. If payment is
pits, swings, dance pavilion and juke box to be en- made by check, the check is made payable to the
joyed. The hours of operation are: Sunday-1300 to U. S. Naval Air Station, Memphis. The payment of
sunset; Monday through Friday-reservations only;
bills for telephone service in Capehart and Wherry
Saturday and holidays-0900 to sur`.set.
Housing should be made at the Millington Telephone
Company Business Office, Navy Road, Millington,
Located alongside the golf course club house is a
golf driving range. The charge is S.25 for bucket of
golf balls and clubs are furnished if needed. The hours
of operation are 0700 to sunset weekdays, 0600 to sunset
Saturdays, Sundays and holidays.

POSTAL SERVICE

The NAS Libl`ary, located in Bldg. S-78, offers the
same services and facilities found in a city public li-

telephone is as follows:
a. When making local calls to Millington, Rose-

There are twelve lanes available to bowling enthusiasts in Recreation Hall "D", Bldg. S-78. Bowling
balls and shoes are available. The alley is open from
1100 to 2300 Monday through Saturday and holidays
and from 1300 to 2300 on Sunday. Personnel desiring
to organize bowling leagues must reserve alleys with
the Special Services Officer.

Golf Driving Range

LIBRARY

0900-1200

FEDERAL CREDIT UNION

A I.ederally chartered organization devoted to
service and mutual financial assistance to its menbers. One share ($5.00) plus a S.25 membership fee

is all you need to join. As a member you can expect
to receive a fair return on your savings and, in time
of financial need, to obtain a low interest loan.
Your Credit Union is located in Bldg. N-24 to
serve you between 1045 and 1630, Monday through
Friday. Come in today and learn of the many ad-

vantages of being a member.
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NAVY NURSERY AND KINDERGARTEN

The NAS Nursery and Kindergarten is housed in
Bldg. S-158 and maintains excellent facilities for the
ca.re of children of military personnel and civilian gov-

NAVY RELIEF SOCIETY
Purpose

"The particular objects and business of said Soernment employees. Children may be accepted for
ciety are to collect and hold funds and to use them for
hourly care, all day care, or month care (for working
aid in times o±` need of the officers and enlisted men
parents). The minimum age limit for child care is o±. the Naval Service of the United States, which term
three months, however, no maximum age limit is imshall include the regular Navy and Marine Corps of
posed. W,ell balanced meals are provided children de- the United States, the reserve components thereof
siring to eat the noon and evening meals at the nurswhen on active duty, and the United States Coast
ery.
Facilities available include a nursery, nursery Guard when serving as part of the United States Navy
in time of war, and also for the aid in times of need
school, kindergarten, and summer day camp. Bus
of the dependents of such officers and enlisted men,
service is provided for children enrolled in kindel`and to provide relief and assistance to the dependents
garten and summer day camp who live on the station of deceased of.I.icers and enlisted men of said Naval
or in Navy controlled housing. All kindergai`ten teachSel`vice."
ers have grade school teachers certificates. Summer
day camp is available for children 5 through 13 yeai`s Financial Assistance
of age. Instruction in swimming in three four-week
Financial assistance from the Society may be in
the form of a loan, an outright gift, or a combination
periods during June, July and August.
of the two. Families receiving financial aid are exHOURS OF OPERATION
7:00 a.in.- 5:00 p.in.
pected to repay as much as possible without undue
Monday and Tuesday
hardship, but a gift is made of that portion of which
7:00 a.in.-11:00 p.`m.
Wednesday
the family resources cannot cover within a I.easonable
7:00 a.in.- 5:00 p.in.
Thursday
7:00 a.in.- 1:00 a.in.
period of time. This is done in an effort to allow famFriday
ilies to maintain their financial independence and, at
1:00 p.in.- 1:00 a.in.
Saturday
the same time, to remove that pal.t of their burden
6:50 a.in.-12:00 p.in.
Sunday
which
they are unable to carry.
services
only)
(without fee for church
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How To Apply For Assistance

YouroNclvy Relief Society Can Loon or Grant Money-

The Memphis Auxiliary of the Navy Relief So- 1. To Dependents of Deceased Personnel For:
ciety, located in Bldg. S-53, is available for Navy and
a. Basic and emergency needs pending receipt of
Marine Corps personnel stationed at the Navy Memgovernment benefits.
phis activities and dependents residing in the immedb. Transportation for widow to return to her famiate area. Applicants for assistance may telephone
ily.
678 or 8334 for appointments any time during working
c. Emergency non-recurring expenses of a neceshou]`s (0800-1630 Monday through Friday.)
sary nature.
Appointments I.or interviews are scheduled bed. Vocational training for widow if other funds
tween the hours o£ 0900-1200 and 1300-1600. Emergency
insufficient for basic needs.
cases may apply at any time during regular working
e. Keeping children in school if otherwise facing
hours. True emergency cases occurring after workdiscontinuance.
ing hours, on weekends or on holidays may contact 2. Where Man (Active or Retired), or His Dependents
the duty Chaplain or the station Red Cross Field DiNeed Aid For:
rector. Appointments are encouraged as this allows
a. Basic maintenance due to delay or non-receipt
the office staff to plan the day's work routine more
of dependents' allotment or other emergency
efficiently and prevents applicants having to wait long
situations which make the resources of the fanperiods of time before obtaining an interview.
ily temporarily inadequate.
b. Funeral expenses for dependents.
Services Other Than Financial Offered By The
c. Travel in special cases where there is critical
Memphis Auxiliary
illness or death.
Auxiliary officials assist with personal problems,
d. Medical or dental care for dependents if need
secure information for applicants about Navy probcannot be met through family budget.
1ems, services of other organizations, etc., refer ape. Emergency leave.
plicants to other places where they can secure help,
I. Emergency housekeeper or child care.
assist with applications for family allowances and al9. Emergency moving or housing problems.
lotments, and perform many other services that do
not involve expenditure of Navy Relief funds.
Your Navy Relief Society Cannot Render Financial AidIn addition to this, Memphis Auxiliary volunteer 1. To assist in maintaining a standard of living inwives operate a Thrift Shop (Bldg. S-52) where percommensurate with the pay and allowance of the man.
sonnel may buy clothing and other articles at very 2. To finance business ventures, to purchase a home.
low prices. A layette sewing committee of volunteers
house trailer, or similar permanent investment.
prepares layettes to be given to families on a need 3. To finance vacations, leave, or liberty (except leave
basis when requested in the Auxiliary office.
±'or emergencies such as critical illness, death in
The Memphis Auxiliary operates a supervised
immediate family or equivalent urgent situations.
Well-Child Nurser in Ward 17 at the U.S. Naval Hos- 4. To pay debts contracted prior to the man's entry
pital, Memphis, for mothers being seen in the Deinto the service.
pendents' Out-Patient Department at the hospital. 5. To pay income or other taxes, interest on mortThis service is staffed by a full-time paid attendant
8a8es' etc.
and volunteer Navy and Marine wives.
One of the Auxiliary's most valuable services is
its visiting nurse program. A registered nurse is hired
to provide visiting nurse care for dependents who are
unable to provide this care from their own sources.
Examples of her work are: follow-up visits on patients
discharged from the hospital, assistance and instruction to mothers of new-born infants, etc. The visiting
nurse may be reached by telephoning the Auxiliary
office, extension 678.

Friday
6. To purchase, or pay debts, created for non-essentials such as automobiles, television sets and simiSaturday
lar conveniences.
Club Closed On Monday
7. To pay court fines, £urnish bail or to assist (ex- Office Hours:
Tuesday through Saturday
cept to alleviate dire distress) dependents of men
Sunday
convicted of serious military offenses.
Package Store
8. To finance marriage, divorce, or adoptions.
Tuesday throug.h Fl`iday
9. To provide regular supplementation of income from
pension, insurance or other source in order to supSaturday
ply basic needs.

1600-1900
1600-1800

0800-1630
1100-1630
1100-1330
1600-1900
1100-1330

1500-1900

Sunday and Monday

NAVY RELIEF CARNIVAL

•

Each year a gala Navy Relief Carnival is held
aboard the station. The event is sponsored by the Navy
Relief Society and participated in by all hands. Generally included are air shows, static displays, kiddieland,
and the giving away of prizes. In addition, a Carnival
Queen is selected. The 1963 Queen was Miss Karen Lee
of Millington, Tennessee. Annual guests for the air
show are the world famous Blue Angels whose pet.formance delights spectators of any age.

Swimming Pool Hours (SunLmeT seasoi\)
Daily
Snack: Bar, Pool
Daily

MID-SOUTH COTTON CARNIVAL
Each year the City of Memphis sponsors a huge
Mardi-Gras type celebration known as the Cotton Cai.nival. This is on a par with the New Orleans Mai`di
Gras. The Royal court.for the Memphis Cotton Cai`nival consists of the King and Queen plus queens, pi.incesses and ladies of the realm sponsored by various
clubs and organizations. The Navy has always taken
an active part in this annual celebration with a Gi`and
Ball held at the NAS Officers' Club in honor of the
King and Queen and their court. In 1964, for the fir.st
time, the Navy was invited to select. a princess for inclusion in the Royal court. The Navy was also represented in the Grand Parade with a I.loat. The Memphis
Council of the Navy League selected the pi`incess to

ties.

represent the Navy.

Closed
1000-2100
1000-1800

COMMISSIONED OFFICERS' MESS (CLOSED)
The Commissioned Officers' Mess (Closed) is op-

erated primarily to discharge the Command's responsibility of promoting and maintaining the wellbeing, morale, and efficiency of commissioned officers
by providing lodging, dining, and recreational faciliThe Mess is operated on a 24-hour per day basis.
Officers and authorized guests may check in or out
any hour of the day or night. The meal hours are as
follows:

BTeakfast
Mon.-Fri.
Sat., Sun., and Holidays

0600-0800
0600-0900

Brunch
Sat., Sun., and Holidays

1000-1200

IJunch
Mon.-Fri.
Dkrmer
Sun.-Sat.

1130-1300
1730-1900

CHIEF PETTY OFFICERS' MESS (OPEN)

The Chief Petty Officers' Mess (Open) is located
The Maid of Cotton, chosen each year, ti`ave`s
Bldg. S-191, on Seventh Avenue, at the corner of
around the world in a wardrobe designed by top in
"E" Street. The Mess is operated primarily to provide
American designers, created to show the significanci`
cotton fabrics have achieved in the field of fashion.
The Maid o£ Cotton is the goodwill and fashion ambassador o£ King Cotton. She is chosen from among many
candidates that represent the mid-South area, including the states of Tennessee, Mississippi, Ai.kansas,
Alabama and Texas.
The proximity of the Naval Air Station to the City
of Memphis enables station personnel to participate
in the festivities and enjoy the many activities sponsored during the carnival week.

COMMISSIONED OFFICER'S MESS (OPEN)

Luncheon:
Tuesday through Saturday
Sunday Brunch

1130-1300
1100-1300

Dt7t.7?er..

Tuesday through Thursday
Friday and Satul`day
Sunday Buffet
Bar Hours:
Tuesday, Wed., Thurs.

THE BLUE ANGELS

196'4 QUEEN OF NAVY MEMPHIS
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Friday
Saturday
Sunday
Happu Hours:
Tuesday

1830-2030
1830-2100

1830-2030
1600-2300
1600-0100
1200-0100

1200-2300
COMMISSIONED OFFICER'S MESS

1600-1800
2000-2100
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(OPENl

meals, refreshments, recreational and social facilities
to Chief Petty Officers on active duty. Privileges of
the Mess are also extended to personnel in pay grades
E-7, E-8 and E-9 of all the Armed Services of the
United States and their Reserve Components on active
duty or on the retired list with pay, to personnel of
equivalent rates of the Armed Services of foreign nations on active duty or on the retired list with pay,
and to dependents of personnel listed above.
The facilities of the Mess are operated during the
following hours :
Dining Room
Monday thru Friday
0930-2000
Saturday and Sunday
1100-2000

UNITED

1600-2330
1200-2330

FOUR WINDS CLUB

1100-1300
1600-2000
1200-2000

This club is open to all enlisted personnel E-1

Saturday
Orchestras for dancing scheduled on Friday and
Saturday from 2030 to 0030, and on Sunday from 1930
to 2330. The Bar remains open an additional hour.
Social Nite on Wednesday at 2000. The Dining
Room remains open until 2200.

The Globe and Eagle Toastmasters meet on the

ORGANIZATIONS

]ii`st and thil`d Tuesday of each month at 1830 at Calvi's Restaui-ant in Millington. Anyone over 21 years of

Memphis:

ti`t:e is e]ig`ible for membership.

The Anchor and Rocker Toastmasters meet Wednesday of each week for a breakfast meeting at 0615
Located in the YWCA at 200 Monroe Ave., the USO in the Seven Seas club. Any male personnel, pay grade
Club offers dances, picnics, TV lounge and reading E-5 and above and civil service, 21 years of age is
room, tours, church parties, cultural di`soussions and eligible for membership.
games for the uniformed services.
The NATTC WAVES Drill Tecim
The NATTC WAVES Drill Team, organized last
Salvation Army
ycai.,
consists of student and ship's company women.
The Salvation Army at 81 North 2nd St., in MemAlthough the team is voluntary, the high standards set
phis provides for armed ±orces personnel bunks, lockers, showers, a physical program and a canteen serv- foi`th by the ti`am must be met before a WAVE will
bc` accepted. Membci`s are selected on their personal
ice.
appeal.ance. willingness to learn. adaptability to strict
YMCA
discipline and` if a student, academic excellence. The
The YMCA in downtown Memphis is located at team has appeai`ed at numerous events throughout
245 Madison Ave. and offers bunks, lockers, showers, a the Mid-South and is rapidl.y gaining a reputation as
physical program, and canteen service.
one ot. the I.inest organizations of its type in the Navy.
USO Club

Bar SeTVLce

Monday thru Friday
Saturday and Sunday
Package Store
Monday thru Friday

SERVICES

These United Services Oi.ganizations provide a
"home away from home" for military personnel in

through E-9. It is located in Bldg. N-101. Facilities in-

clude cafeteria, dine, dance area, beer bar and TV.
Bands play Tuesday through Sunday night.
Hours of operation:
Monday through Thursday
1600-2300
Friday
1600-0030
Saturday
1300J)030
Sunday
1300-2300
SEVEN SEAS

This is a club available to all enlisted men, but
primarily for personnel of pay grade E-4 and below.
It is located in Bldg. S-80. Facilities include a cafe-

teria food line, dancing areas, beer bar, a TV lounge,
a game room, and a large ballroom and bar. Dancing
to live music is available every night except Tuesday
which is Bingo night.
A smorgasboard is held every Sunday afternoon,
consisting of all you can eat for $1.50, children under
12 pay 75 cents. Private party rooms are available
for all types of parties and banquets.
Fours of .Qpe7.atio7i..

The NATTC Band is composed of student and
ship's company pei`sonnel who voluntarily spend their
o{.i.-dut,.y houi.s performing at parades and concerts
thi`tjughout the country. Their objective is to maintain
and improve public awareness, good-will and underCLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS
standing of the Navy. Their daily routine amounts to
L' Auto Petite
The Navy Memphis Spol.ts Car Club is one of the c`iLght houi`s of class, two hours of band practice and
most active clubs on the station. The club has at least the remaining time devoted to studies. The week-end
one Road Rally per month, and during the racing may find them parading in Kansas, Florida or Tenseason club members participate in sports car races nessee instead of spending week-end liberty in theil`
in the sul`rounding locality. The Club conducts tours to hometowns.
Located at 200 Moni.oe Ave., the YWCA offers
sleeping facilities for WAVES and Women Marines.

scenic locations and race tracks during the summei..
L' Auto Petite is dedicated to safe driving and
boasts they have never damaged a vehicle nor scratched a fender during many events on road and track.
L' Auto Petite means the small car. Any driver
of sport, economy or foreign automobile is welcome to
join the oi-ganization which meets the second and
fourth Wednesday of each month, at 1930, in Bldg.

The Navy Memphis Radio Club

N-24.

The Navy Memphis Radio Club meets every seeond and fourth Tuesday of the month in Building N-19.
Operating two single band transmitters from 80 to 10
meters, the "ham shack" is open and broadcasting.
from 1800 to 2000 Monday through Friday and all day
Saturday and Sunday. The club operates a regular
message service within the Continental U.S., free of
charge.

Friday...........................0600-0030

Ncivy Memphis Teen Club

The Navy Memphis Flying Fish Team

Saturday

Established for teenage dependents of militai.y
pel.sonnel, this club is located in Bldg. N-26. The Tceii
Club is open to all young. people b6tween the ages ot.
13 to 19. A monthly membership fee is chai`ged which
is used to defi`ay the operating. expenses. and field
trips. These clubs are well chaperoned and pi`ovide
foi. wholesome i`ecreation and fellowship foi. our young`
people.

Monday-Thursday.................0600-2300
.........................

1200-0030 I

Sunday...,...................,...13do-2300

''56`` CLUB

This is a club with free membership open to all
personnel of pay grades E-5 and E-6 and is located
in Bldg. S-80. Weekly events include dancing with
outstanding bands each night of the week, and bingo
in the large ballroom available to everyone on Tuesday nights. A smorgasbord is served Sunday afterCHIEF PETTY OFFICERS' MESS (CLOSED)
noon
consisting of all you can eat for $1.50, children
All enlisted personnel in pay grade E-7 and above
on active duty or training duty attached to the Naval under 12 pay only 75 cents. The Club has an excellent
Air Station, Memphis, or its supported activities, not catering service and will be happy to aid you in planreceiving commuted rations, may be members of the ing parties of any size. Private party rooms are
available for all types of parties and banquets.
Chief Petty Olficers' Mess. (Closed), Bldg. S-52.
All enlisted personnel in pay grade E-7 and above Hours Of Opera,tion:
on commuted rations on active duty or training duty Dining Room
may purchase serialized meal tickets from the Mess
Mon.-Sat.
1700-2200
Manager of the Chief Petty Officers' Mess (Closed),
Sun.....
1400-1830
between the hours of 0800 and 1300 each Friday for Bar
meals for the following wcek. These tickets will be
Mom.-Thurs.
1600-2300
sold on a cash basis only, and at least five dinner
Fri.
1600-0030
meal tickets shall be purchased at one time, plus, any
Sat.
1200.0030
desired number of breakfast and supper tickets.
Sun.
............
1300-2300
Tickets shall be priced as follows: Breakfast, S.50; Package Store
CHIEF PETTY OFFICER'S MESS (OPEN) DINING ROOM

Dinner, $1.25; Supper, S.85. These tickets will be taken

Mom.-Fri.

up at the entrance to the Mess.

Sat......
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The NATTC Volunteer Band

YWCA

1130-1230 and 1600-1800
...........`

14oo-18oo

CPO Wives

The CPO Wives Club is an organization consisting
of wives of Chief Petty Officers and Master Sergeants.
Meetings are held twice monthly on the first and third
Tuesdays at 1930 at the CPO Club. The first meeting
i`i dedicated to business, the second to recreation.
Toastmaster Clubs

Are you a Toastmaster-. If you are oi` if you want
1.o become one, opportunities are available at Navy
Memphis.
The Naval Air Station Officers Club is ..home"
for the Mid-South Navy Toastmasters Club of Toastmasters International. Luncheon meetings are held on
the fil`st, second, and fourth Thursdays of ever month
fi`om 1130 to 1330. Officers' wives ai`e encouraged to

partic.ipate in the activities of the Toastmistress Club.
the feminine counterpart of the Mid-South Navy Toastniasters.

The Navy Memphis Flying Fish Swim Team convenes from January to August each year. The Flying`
Fish are a varsity team, competing with local schools
and colleges and in AAU sanctioned meets. The team
meets and practices in the Northside indoor pool, N-82.
The Flying Rifles Drill Team

One of the most exc.lusive g.roups of men in thL`

Navy-"The Flying. Rit.les"-is composed o£. students
and ship's company perst]nncl of the Naval Air Technical Training Center. .`The Flying Rifles" is recognized
as one of the finest naval drill teams in the entii.e Navy
and their. pei`formanc'es have been viewed by over
800`000 people in
this team is opc`n
company pet.soiinel
de col.ps" and ai`e

the last year alone. Membership in
to all NATTC student and .ship's
who have the necessai`y `'espii`it
willing. to take the time and et.foi.t

to leai.n the drill I.outincs. Qualifying. applicants ai.e
noi`mally ti`alisfc`i.1.ed to Company 7 (Band and Di`ill
Team). Bai.acks S-239. Wing 6, u'hci`c tc`am mcmbei`s

practice evci.y wc.ek-day from 1630 to 1800.
Officers' Wives Club

The Officel.s' Wives Club is composed of Navy
and Marine Corps Officei`s' wives and Inactive Reserve officel.s' wives from all the many activities at
Navy Memphis. Retired officers' wives may also bec.ome members. Meetings are held at the Officer.s`
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Club once each month. Regular club luncheons are
held on the first Wednesday of every other month.
An additional meeting is combined with a Welcome Aboard Coffee on the last Thursday of the intervening months. For the benefit of wives reporting.
aboard before the arrival of household goods, the club
has provided hospitality kits consisting of silver, pots
and pans, and other helpful items. These kits may be
borrowed from the O'Club Office for a small fee.
Other Officers' Wives Clubs

There are also five unit Officers' Wives Clubs at
Navy Memphis representing NAS, NATTC, NARTU,
the Naval Hospital, and CNATechTra.

THE

FLYING RIFLES DRILL TEAM

Navy Wives Club No.119

The Navy Wives Club at Navy Memphis is a
chapter of a world-wide organization known as the
Navy Wives Club of America, Incorporated. At Memphis it is composed of wives of Navy and Marine Corps
enlisted personnel through pay grade E-9. Meetings
are held every first and third Monday at 1930 at
building N-24, topside. The first meeting is devoted
to business, the second to social activities. The purpose
of the club is to provide welfare, social, and educational projects for Navy enlisted families.
Square Dance Club

All military personnel and dependents ovel. 16
years of age are eligible to participate in the Square
Dance Club. The Club meets in the CPO Club Ballroom
each Monday from 2000 to 2230.

and military dependents. They meet on Wednesday at
1930 in the panel room of N-24. The club offers opportunity for qualification in the various degrees of
pilot licenses.
National Soiourners

Volunteer Chaptei. 414, National Sojourners, meets
at the Officers' Club at 1830 on the third Tuesday of
each month for dinner and a business meeting. Commissioned O££icers and Warrant Officers (past and
present) of the uniformed services of the United States,
who are Master Masons, are eligible for membership
and are cordially invited to participate in Chapter affaii`s. Chapter president is Captain Armsted Clay,
USN (retired). For further information contact the
Secretary-Treasurer, Lt. Arthur W. Paxton at ext. 209.

Tailhooks Model Airplane Club

The Tailhooks Club, located in the Southside Hobby Shop, covers all phases of modeling from combat
to radio control with experienced members in each
field ready to help the newcomer.s in any way they
can. Club activities include many informal contests
slanted for the beginner who once in a while gets the
urge to carve balsa and enjoys the sound of a well..
adjusted engine.
Rifle dnd Pistol Association

The Navy Memphis Rifle and Pistol Association
was formed with a dual purpose in mind. Primarily it
would allow members to train under match competition for Navy championship matches. It affords its
members the chance to participate in at least 16
matches at the station pistol range and has also promoted true station competition. Secondly, the association believed that a better exchange of ideas and
opinions could be brought about by organization. Money earned by the club through holding registered NRA
matches is used to supplement non-appropriated funds
for buying re-loading equipment, gun powder, primers
and other equipment used by rifle and pistol shooters.
Rod And Gun Club

The Navy Memphis Rod and Gun Club meets
twice monthly at 1900 on Wednesday in the club building at the station lake. The club features a wide variety
of outdoor activities ranging from hunting and fishing
to archery and camping. The boating section of the
club boasts four 17 foot inboard power boats and charter privileges on a lake in the area. Club dues are $5.00
per year, or, for students who may not be at Navy
Memphis for that length of time, there is a quarterly
rate of $1.50 for three months.
Navy Memphis Flying club

Navy Memphis Officials Association

The Navy Memphis Officials Association was
formed in 1954 to provide more controlled and uniform
officiating of intramural and some varsity sports. It
now furnishes referees and umpires for baseball, softball, touch football and basketball games. Clinics for
each sport are held prior to the opening of each particular sport, consisting of classroom instruction on
the rules and their application, mechanics on the field
and written exams. The exam results are then evaluated by a board of governors who have past experience in officiating the sport.
Flying Bowmen Archery Club

The Flying Bowmen Archery Club meets at N-26
each fir.st and third Tuesday evenings of each month
at 1900. All hands and dependents over 13 years of age
ai`e eligible to join. The only requirement for membership is the desire to enjoy the sport and a willingness
to abide by certain rules of sportsmanship. There is
no cost for membership and no dues. Facilities include
use of the club house for storing equipment, tools
available for making arrows and strings, a 14-target
field range and a practice target range. The club is
affiliated with the National Field Archery Association,
The National Archery Association and the Tennessee
Bowhunters Association.
STATION NEWSPAPER
The Bluejacket is a free weekly offset press
newspaper published each Friday for the personnel
attached to naval activities in the Memphis area.
The newspaper welcomes and encourages contributions
such as tips on interesting personalities; school or departmental happenings, etc. Deadlines for contribu-

tions are: pictures-noon Tuesday; written material-

The Navy Memphis Flying Club is open to all noon Wednesday. The Bluejacket office is in the southmen and women of the armed forces, civil service, side Administration Building, S-1.
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OFF-DUTY EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES
The USAFI test section is located in Bldg. S-39.

special fund raising campaigns which may be approved for Red Cross by the Department of Defense in

It is open during normal working hours and until 2100,
Monday through Friday. This activity offers equivalency testing for high school diplomas and the first
year of college, correspondence courses in many high
school and college subjects. some group study courses
and educational counseling for persons desiring it
For further information, visit USAFI.
Correspondence courses are available from some
colleges. r,ollege extension courses in basic subjects
ai.e offered on the station. Evening classes are taught
in the several colleges in Memphis. Assistance in
enl`olling and tuition aid may be obtained from the
education office.

special disasters.
Phone 872-1711, extensions 672 or 265 during office
hours 0730 to 1700 on Monday through Friday. After
hours dial 0, 222, or 223, ask base operator for duty
worker.

JAMTO

INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS

The Industrial Relations Department conducts the
civilian personnel program for the Naval Air Station
and tenant activities through organized plans for staffing, training, wage and classification, industrial and
traffic safety, employee services and employee relations. Information pertaining to Civil Service examinations and employment may be obtained at the office
in Building S-2.

(Joint Airlines Military Traffic Office)

The JAMTO aboard NAS Memphis was established and opened in July of 1957 with the duty of assisting
the Transportation Officer and all members of the
Navy and Marine Corps in Air Transportation.
Upon completion of your tour of duty at Navy
Memphis or when going on leave, the local airlines
urge you to use this joint office for reservations and
tickets. When possible, make reservations several days
in advance. This may be done without paying for your
ticket at the time and without deposit.
We would also like to advise you that this office
will be happy at any time to`assist your families in
their travel to or between any points.
Seabags and other gear may be shipped through
this office prepaid or collect to your next duty station
or home.
JAMTO is located in Bldg. S-52 and is open Monday through Friday from 0830 until 1700.
This service not only does away with the personal
carrying of baggage, but often saves the expense of
excess baggage.
SHORE PATROL

THE HOUSING PICTURE

The Shore Patrol Headquarters is located in Ellis
Auditorium (City Auditorium) in downtown Memphis.
They are there to help you when you need help and to
correct you if you should get "out of line."
AMERICAN RED CROSS

At Navy Memphis, as on every military installation of any size, there is a Red Cross Field Director
and staff . There is also a similar staff at the Naval
Hospital, which includes a recreation worker, gray
ladies and staff aides.
The Home Service Department in the local community and the Field Directors at Military installations work hand in hand to bring the total resources
of the Red Cross to service families.
Some of these include, counseling with personal
and family problems, reporting and communications,.
assistance in applying for government benefits, referral service, and financial assistance for emergency
leaves and when family quarters allowance checks or
pay checks due have not been received.
The training program includes offering instruction in water sat.ety, first aid, home care of the sick
and baby care.
At the military hospitals there is a medically approved program of recreation for the patient consistent
with their medical condition, thus helping them to adjust to hospitalization and their course of treatment.
The other duties of the Field Director are arranging for Red Cross Bloodmobile visits to the station and

Rental and sale homes in Millington are important, because it is the site of your Naval Base. Rental
units on the Base include: 250 centrally air-conditioned
Capeharts of 3 and 4 bedrooms for officers and enlisted personnel; 29 rental homes for hospital personnel
at Naval Hospital; 240 other quarters for officers and
enlisted families on the Base; a 94-unit trailer park on
the Base. The Navy also rents Fairway Homes, 486
brick apartments, from 2 to 4 bedrooms, to enlisted
personnel only. Privately operated Millington Homes
continues to welcome Naval personnel to approximately 800 duplexes, apartments, houses, 1 to 4 bedrooms,
Millington Housing Authority has 90 brick units for
families of low income who comply with PHA requirements. Local Real Estate companies maintain about
300 privately-owned homes for rent. Several hundred
rental spaces for trailers are available off the Naval
Base.

Millington, Cloverdale, East Acres, Pinehaven,
Home Acres, Millington View are the areas with homes
for sale close to the Base. Millington View furnishes
new brick homes ranging from $12,500 to $30,000, on

VA, FHA In-Service and conventional financing, within 2 miles of the Naval Base. Privately-owned homes
from $7,500.00 to $15,000.00 aproximately, are also for

sale in all these areas for families who wish to live in
their own homes.
Other areas in which you will find homes for sale
or rent, ranging from eight to fifteen miles are Munt`ord, Frayser, and Raleigh.
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Electronics (Avionics) , Mechanical/Operational/Clerical (MOC) and the Aviation Officer's School. Each of
these areas has a Commander as Officer-in-Charge.
In addition to the regular instructional week of 40
hours, each school offers night school for those students desiring extra help, as well as those requiring
extra help because of failing grades.
The Training Facilities Officer administers Instructor Training (Class "C") and Supervisor's Training (Class "C"), as well as testing seminars and
leadership training. Here is where assigned instructors receive training in the techniques of teaching and
supervising other teachers. In addition, each Class
"8" school student receives some instruction in these

subjects as a part of the regular course.
The remainder of the command is organized
along regular Navy lines.

"AQ" RATING

SCHOOLS WITHIN THE NAVAL AIR
TECHNICAL TRAINING CENTER

Avionics Course, Clciss a, (AV`'B")

Senior rated AT's, AQ's, AX's, AE's, and TD's
receive 32 weeks of instruction in advanced electronic
theories, practices, administration, and supply. The
cui`i`it:ulum includes physics, mathematics,. advanced
electronics, new concepts in electronic technology,
leadership and Navy Supply and administration pl.o-

Aviation Familiarization School (AFAM Class "P")

Personnel ordered to the Center for a course of
instruction in a Class "A" school are first sent to the
Aviation Familiarization School. This is a two-week
indoctrination course. Subjects taught include aircraft
familiarization, naval aviation history, aircraft designations, types and missions of squadrons, aircraft taxi
signals. aircraft handling techniques, line operations
and survival training.
Upon completion, students are assigned to either
Avionics or MOC, depending upon their ability and

CAPT. ROBERT H. WOOD
Commanding Of{icer
Naval Air Techniccil Training

Center

NAVAL AIR TECHNICAL TRAINING CENTER
General

choice.

The iJnTt-ed States ivaval Air Technical Training
Center here is the largest activity within Naval
Aviation. As of January 1965 there were approximately

AVIONICS TRAINING

10,500 officers, sailors and Marines within the Center. Avionic Fundlamentals School (AFU'`A`')
The Avionics Fundamentals School provides instruction
in the fundamentals of Avionics. and is a
sonnel.
The Center contains 15 schools, most of which prerequisite for all students assigned to the ATN,
are sub-divided into more than one course in line ATR. ATW, AX, AQ, and TD Class "A" Schools. Subwith the rating structure of the Navy. The rna.iority jects pi`esented in this 19-week course are designed to
are Class "A" Schools which are basic schools de- pi`ovide the basic electronics education necessary for
signed to provide trainees with technical knowledg.e entry into the specific rating training area chosen.
and skills required of third class petty officers. Thei.e
are also Class "8" schools, designed to provide technical knowledge and skills required of first class and
Chief Petty Officers; Class "C" schools for specialized Aviation Electronics Technician N (Navigcition)
areas; and Class "0" schools for training commis- Course (ATN"A``)
sioned officers; as well as Class "P" indoctrination
During this 10-week course, students are intro-

This includes students, instructors and support per-

schools.

Upon arrival at the Center each enlisted Navy
student is assigned to his designated school, which
exercises complete military control of the student, as
well as academic control. An exception is the student
WAVE company, which is commanded by a WAVE
Lieutenant, assisted by a WAVE Chief Petty Officer.
All Marine students are assigned to the Marine Aviation Detachment, which is organized along standard
USMC lines.

Technical training is accomplished by the Schools
Training Department, under the supervision of the
officer next senior to the Executive Officer. His title
is the Director of Training. This Department is subdivided into three major types of training. They are

duced to airborne communication and navigational
equipment. The curriculum includes the use of test
equipment, adjustments and trouble-shooting procedures for airborne navigational equipments.

"AT" RATING

Aviation Anti-Submarine Warfare Course (AX''A")

cedui.es.

This seven-week course introduces the student to
airborne antisubmarine equipment. Included in the Aviation Electronics Intermediate Courses,
curriculum are sonobuoy systems, operational tactics, Class '`8", (AT,AX,AQ)
and receiver troubleshooting.
Rated Aviation Electronics Technicians
(AT),
Aviation
Fire
Control
Technicians
(AQ),
Aviation
AnAviation Radio Code Opercitors Course (ARCO)
tisubmarine
Warfare
Technicians
(AX),
and
Training
The Airborne Radio Code Operator's Course, Cla`ss
Device Men (TD) students receive training in the
``C", is a five week specialized coui`se under the
Aviation Electronics Intermediate Course. The 32-week
cognizance of the AT "A" School. The coui`.se pi`ovides
curriculum includes electronic theory, basic and comqualified ATN"A" course graduates with the knowlplete
circuit analysis, maintenance procedui`es and
edge and skills required for the conduction of ail.-toappi`oved application of standard test equipment.
air and air-to-ground communications.
In the last phase of each course attention is diAvicltion Fire Control Technician School, Class ''A" (AQ"A") 1.ected to specific equipments peculiar to each I.ating.
Advanced specialized theories pertaining to each inAviation Fir.e Control Technician School students
dividual 1.ating is also emphasized in this phase.
si)end the first five weeks stud.ying synchros and
set.vo mechanisms, gyros, optics, ballistics, infrared,
a typical fire control radar system and associated Avionics Intermediate Course (AVI`'B``)
test equipment. After completing this phase of in- (Proposed Course for July)
structicm, the trainees split into two groups and begin
It is anticipated that about 1 July 1965, a new
specialized study in the Bomb Director or Armament "common core," 32 week course (Avionics Intermediate
Course, AVI.`B") will replace the separate existing
course.
coui`ses, except for the TRADEVMAN portion, which
will be included in the new course but will still have
Aviation Fire Control Techiiici.an 8 (Bomb Director)
a sepai`ate last phase. The new course will emphasize
Course (AQB`'A'')
In this 12-week course the student receive`i ill- moi`e thorough knowledge of theories of electl.onics
struction in the fundamentals of aviation fire control and gi.eater emphasis on the teaching. of basic cirand airborne bomb director systems. The curriculum cuits. The teaching of specific opei.ational equipments
includes
synchl.onization of control systems, oi)tics will be left to NAMTD.
and ballistics and airborne fire control I.adai..
Training Device Man School (TD''A'`)

Aviation Electronics Technicicin R (Radcir) Course (ATR'`A'')

Aviation Fire Control Technician F (Fire Control)

This 11-week school provides the student with an
introduction to a pulsed radar system,
electronic
c.ountermeasures and types of radar and navigational
aids. The curriculum includes operational theory,
troubleshooting procedures and utilization with associated radar test equipment.

Course (AQF''A'')
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The objective of this 12-week coui.se is to pi.ovide
personnel with the knowledge which will lead to the
fulfillment of the technical requirements for Aviation
Fire Control Technician F thii.d class. The curi`iculum
includes emergency procedures, safety precautions and
the basic theory of aviation fii`e control systems.

During this 10-week cou]`se students are inti`oduc.ed
to naval ti`aining devices, radar. simulatoi.s and flig.ht
simulators. The curriculum includes the principles of
flight, radio aids to navigation, operational and maintenance pi.ocedures of flight tl`ainei.s and safety pi.ecautions. The school fills the Navy`s ui`gent need for.
specialists who can maintain and i`epaii. its divei`sified
ti`aining. devices.
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aviation electrical and electronic equipment. Instruction includes math through differential equations,
physics through nuclear pnysics, English, composition
report writing, DC/AC electricity, vacuum tube circuits, electronic computers, antennae and propagation.
ti,on.
Aircraft Maintenance Officer's Course (AMO)

The Aircraft Maintenance Officers'
Coul.se is `
primarily open to officers newly-commissioned from
the various officer programs, including the integration and LDO pl.ogram.s. The course is designed to
orient them in the nomenclature of combat aircraft
and the functions of the various components. It is basically designed to familiarize officers with the operations, reports and publications of an aircraft maintenance depal.tment.

"AM" RATING

MECHANICAL/OPERATIONAL/CLERICAL TRAINING
"TD'' RATING

Training Device Man Class '`B'' (TD``B'')

This 36-week school is designed to provide set.ected

TraDevMen with advanced training and technical
qualifications necessary to qualify them for more
responsible duties. The curriculum includes Electricity ;
Basic theories, DC/AC electricity and test equipment.
Electronics: properties of electron tubes, power supplies, and regulators, amplifier characteristics and

Mechanical Fundamentals School (AMFU ''A'`)

During the four-week course the student is introduced to mathematics, physics and the principles of
electricity, layout and measuring tools, the use of
common handtools, and the use of technical publications. The purpose of the school is to provide personnel
with the knowledge basic to entrance into the Aviation
Machinist Mate and Structural Mechanics Schools.

During the nine-week course the student receives
instruction in reciprocating power plants and line
operations. The curriculum includes the familiarization
of intermediate, major and special inspections and
reciprocating power plant accessories. Also included
are disassembly and assembly of reciprocating power
plants and power plant removal procedures.
Advanced Machinist's Mate J Course (ADJ''B'')

cuit television, magnetic amplifiers, tape recorders
and transistors.

Basic Helicopter Course (BASHEL ''C")

The objectives of the seven-week Basic Helicopter
Course is to provide selected Navy Aviation Machinist's Mates and appropriate Marine Corps pei.sonnel with the skills and knowledge required to perform, under supervision. the maintenance work required on helicopters. The curriculum includes helicopter fundamentals and line operations, transmission
system and flight controls, and maintenance.

This school, like ADJ"B", is designed to qualify
second class and above for more responsible duties
in the fleet. The curriculum includes administration,
reciprocating power plants, ignition, fuel metering and
propellers.

The ELTO course provides officers with professional education necessary for working level leadership in obtaining the maximum performance I.ron

During the nine-week course the student becomes
familiarized with basic hydraulics and components and
hydraulic system troubleshooting and operational
maintenance. The curriculum includes stability and
conti`ol of airci`aft, safety precautions, introduction to
hydraulic troubleshooting and inspection of landing`

`'AD`` RATING

Aviation Mcichinist's Mate J (Turbojet) Course (ADJ"A'')

During the eight-week coui.se the student receives
instruction in jet fundamentals, jet power plant operations and replacement, and jet aircraft line operations.
The curriculum includes disassembly and assembly of
jet power plants and power plant removal procedures.

of structui`es.

Aviation Structural Mechanic School Class ''8'` (AMS''B")

The Aviation Structural Mechanic Class "a" presents Aviation Structural Mechanics, second class and
above, with the comprehensive, theoretical and practical, background necessary to the correct performance
and administration of their duties. Like the "A"
schools, the AMS.`B" School is divided into thi.ee
courses.

Advanced Machinist's Mcite R Course (ADR''B'')

Electronics Technical Officers Course (ELTO)

Aviation Struc.ural Mechanic H (Hydraulics) Course (AMH'`A'')

This advanced school provides Aviation Ma- gear.
chinist's Mates with advanced training necessary to
qualify them for more responsible duties as first class
and Chief Petty Officers. The curriculum includes Aviation Structural Mechanics S (Structures)
Course (AMS''A'')
power plant nomenclature, and auxiliary equipment,
During the ten-week course the student receives
J48 power plants, J57 power plants, T56 and J79 power
instruction on the fundamentals of metal fabrication
Plant orientation and Turbo propellers.
and aviation supply. The curriculum includes flight
theory, plane handling, aircraft painting and I.epair

::£:[rcattr£:Inns;rs?t:::c{Sat]udt`eecshn]:,Col:;esuf:{h8hatss:::::toe:::

AVIATION OFFICER'S SCHOOLS
There are two Officers' training courses within
NATTC. They are the 52-week Electronics Technical
Officers' Course (ELTO), for Limited Duty Officers,
and Warrant O££icers, and the 19-week Aircraft
Maintenance Officers (AMO) course.

"AMH" RATING

Aviation Machinist's Mate R (Reciprocating) Course (ADR`'A`')

Aviation Storekeepers School Class ''A" (AK''A'')

Dui`ing this 12-week coui`se the student i`cceives

instruction in office procedures and fleet aviation
supply ashoi`e and afloat. The curriculum includes
dii.ections for aeronautical supply afloat, opei.ations
of office machines and material handling, accounting.,
Aviation Structural Mechanics School, Clciss "A" (AM`'A")
The Aviation Structural Mechanic's School is di- procui.ement, purchasing matel.ial receipts and exvided into three different courses, which consist ot. penditui.es, stock distribution and inventory conti.ol.
safety equipment, hydraulics and structural coui.ses Aviation Maintenance Administrotionman Course (AZ''A'')
ranging from eight to ten weeks.
During the six-week course Navy and Mar.ine
Corps aviation personnel are provided with the undei.Avicltion Structural Mechanic E (Safety Equipment)
standing and knowledge which will lead to the fulfillCourse (AME''A`')
ment of the administrative and technical requii.eDuring the ten-week course the student is introments for Aviation Maintenance Administrationman,
duced to the fundamentals of operational maintenance
Thii.d Class, or appropriate Marine Col.ps MOS. The
and safety procedui.es. The curriculum includes line
operation and plane handling, plane captain's duties cui.riculum includes basic typing, publications. airci.aft maintenance systems, aircraft accounting. aii`and safety precautions. This safety. equipment coui.se
ci`aft logs and records, receipt and tl`ansfer. maintenalso covers aircraft pressurization, air-conditioning
ance section in operation.
and engine bleed air systems.
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The Marine Aviation Detachment, to which all
Marine students are assigned, is an integral part of
the Naval Air Technical Training Center. Personnel
assigned to the detachment fall into one of two major
categories, student and support. The support category
includes instructors, administrators, and other general support personnel. Their primary mission is to
insure that a maximum percentage of the students
who enter the schools are graduated and made available for assignment to operating units bf the Fleet
Marine Force.
Students are assigned to the student adminisrative unit. Depending upon the school for which they are
found to be qualified, they are assigned to one of three
Groups: Processing, Avionics or MOC. All incoming
students are in Processing Group while their qualifications are evaluated during a selection process called
"ZERO WEEK". This is one of the most important
times in the career of an Aviation trainee as it is here
that experienced interviewers determine the school for
WhjcEsS|gn#:i#e:s£3aB:atuqpuoa££fieeq.eraiqualifications,

COL. JOHN R. BOHNET, USMC
Commanding Officer
Marine Aviation Detachment
Naval Air Technical Training Command

aptitude tests and personal interview. Every effort
is made to place the student in the school of his choice.
A separate command within the Naval Air Technical Training Center, the Detachment operates its
own supply system and its Special Sel.vices offers students and support personnel a gymnasium and all
types of I.ecreational equipment for various sports activities. The Detachment is also very active in the intramural sports program, highlighted by a semi-annual Field Meet in which the Marines compete against
the Navy in track and field events. This year the detachment Rifle Team won the Wirgman Trophy
at the Eastern Division Matches, both the Rifle and
Pistol Teams are very active in competitive shooting
in the Mid-South area.

MARINE AVIATION DETACHMENT RIFLE AND PISTOL TEAM
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History

The Memphis Naval Air Reserve Training Unit,
located aboard the Memphis, Tenn., Naval Air Station,
is one of eighteen Naval Air Stations and Naval Aii`
Reserve Training Units located throughout the United
States to provide up-to-date aviation and military
training for the "Weekend Warriors" of the Naval Air
Reserve Squadrons. The Memphis NARTU is undel`
the direct control of the Chief o£ Naval Air Reserve
Training with headquarters at Glenview, Illinois.
The Memphis unit and its nine Naval Air Reserve
Aviation Squadrons are part of a nationwide program,
comprising some 39,000 pilots, ground o£±'icers and enlisted personnel, who devote one weekend of theil.
spare time each month to military and aviation training. These civilians, men and women from all walks
o£ life, are organized into operating squadrons and
trained in their spare time so that should the country
have need of their services they would be ready without long months of intensive training.
The job of providing support to these "Weekend
Warriors" is the first mission of the NAS's and
NARTU's throughout the United States and in doing`
this NARTU Memphis' full time compliment of approximately 280 officers and men provide the instruction, the ti.aiming schedules, and keep in operational
readiness approximately 34 utility, trainer, patrol,
transport, and jet type aircraft. The officers and men
who instruct the reservists in the class rooms and the
on-the-job training programs are graduates of the
Naval Air Technical Training Center's Instructor
School.
(Continued Next page)
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CAPT. G.

F. VANCE

Commcinding Officer
Naval Air Reserve Training Unit

Attached to the 9 Naval Air Resel`ve Aviation
publicity program with the news media outlets.
The work of maintaining harmonious relations
Squadrons at the Memphis Unit ai`e approximately 800
officers and enlisted personnel from Arkansas, Te`n- with the public and the community includes the parnessee, Alabama, Mississippi, Kentucky, Missouri` and ticipation of NARTU personnel in the various civic
activities in the immediate area.
Illinois.
One such project with which the NARTU is esPractically all officers assigned to these squadrons saw combat duty during World War 11 or the pecially proud to be affiliated is the Boy Scout Promore recent Korean conflict. Over fifty per cent ol. gram. NARTU currently sponsors and supervises the
the enlisted personnel served either World War 11 or entire program for a squadron of Explorer Air Scouts.
the Far East in the Korean fighting. The majority of
the enlisted men learned their skills by putting long Roster Of Squadrons
Naval Air Reserve Aviation Squadrons are very
months in aviation technical schools during their warsimilar to Regular Navy Fleet Squadrons in their comtime active duty tours.
For the non-veterans the Naval Air Reserve pro- position, training and operations. The one unique feagram gives them a chance to learn a trade that will ture of the reserve squadrons is the fact that every
member, from the Commanding Officer down to the
mean faster advancement in their civilian occupations.
Also by obtaining a rating in the Naval Air Reserve, non-rated airman, is a civilian for 29 days each month,
recalled reservists do not have to begin at the bottom and is "in the Navy" for only two days.
The roster of the Memphis-based Naval Air Reand work up, but retain the rating obtained by pal.sei-ve Aviation Squadrons is as follows:
ticipating in the "Weekend Warrior" program.
Command Air Wing Staff 79
Fighter (Jet) Squadrons 791 and 792
Patrol Squadrons 791, 792, and 793
Ti.ansport Squadrons 792 and 793
Naval Air Reserve Intelligence Unit
Physical Plant

The facilities of the Naval Air Reserve Training`
Unit are housed entirely on the Northside of the parent
Naval Air Station. The physical layout consists of two
hangars, four barracks, and four other buildings housing various divisions of the unit. Buildings assigned
are:

Administration Building, (North-126, Room S-203)

Commanding Officer and Executive Officer's OfficesAdministrative .Offices-Central Office-Active Duty
Officer's Records Office-Active Duty Enlisted Personnel Records Office-Organized Reserve Personnel Offices-Service Information Office-Navcad and AOC
Procurement Office-Enlisted Recruiting Office-Of-
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ficer of the Day O££ice.

P2E (P2V)

Missions And Tasks

The mission of the Naval Air Reserve Training
Unit is to provide facilities for support to the Naval
and Marine Air Reserve Training programs.
The tasks necessary to acc.omplish this mission
may be divided into five broad categories, the first of
which is training and administl`ation. Under this category would be the supervision of flight and ground
training for Naval Aviators; secondly, the conduct of
training for Aviation Ground Officers and enlisted personnel of the individual squadrons assigned. The third
category is Recruit Training. NARTU annually conducts the Recruit Training Phase for 1,500 accelerated
aircrew trainees from the entire Naval Air Reserve
Command. The trainee then receives 5 months of intensive rate training at one of the Naval Air Technical
Training Center's Class "A" Schools. Following his six
months training the trainee is assigned to drill status
for practical training as an Air Crewman. The next
category encompasses procurement, selection, and
processing o£ Aviation Cadets and Aviation Officer
Candidates for flight training and the recruiting of
eligible reserve personnel for participation in the
Naval Air Reserve.
Lastly, the task of Public Information requires
the establishment, promotion and maintenance of hai`monious relationships with public and community officials and the conducting of a sound and ef`fective

Training Department (North-126, Room C-227)Training Officer and Flight Training Officer's OfficesOperations Office-Pilot Ready Rooms-Individual
Squadron Offices.
Aircraft Maintenance Hangar (North-126)~Main-

Inactive duty Officers and Men-Personnel attached
to the Squadrons will report to the Organized Reserve
Personnel Officer to begin check-in on the Station.

tenance, Electronics, Line Officer's Offices-Supply
Depai`tment-Photographic Laboratory~Maintenance
Shops and Working Areas.
Aviation Technical Training Hangar (Nol`th-7)ATTO Of±'ice-Information and Education Office-Reserve classroom Area-Static Display .Area.
Training Devic`es Building (North-10)-Movie Pro-

jection Rooms-Link Trainers-Electric and Electronics Trainee Classrooms-Film Library.
Barracks (North-72, 74 and 85)-Active Duty Enlisted Personnel are housed in Barracks N-85 while
members of the Squadrons are housed in Barracks
N-72. The N-74 Barracks is utilized by the Recruit
Training Department.

Directory

Check-in: Active Duty Officers and Men-Pel`sonnel
reporting to the NARTU for duty assignment are required to check-in with the Officer of the Day (Bldg.
N-126) then report to the Active Duty Personnel 0££ice. If reporting after secure, check-in with the C`OD
and report to Personnel at 0745 the following day.
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Duty And Liberty

Enlisted personnel on duty at the NARTU are assigned to one of six duty sections. The normal workweek for the NARTU is Wednesday through Sunday.
Normally two duty sections are granted liberty each
weekend while the remaining duty sections are granted liberty on Monday and Tuesday. A rotation program gives each section an equal amount of weekend liberty. Working hours of the NARTU are: 0745
to 1600 on Monday throrigh Friday. 0745 to 1630 on

Saturday and Sunday.

Members of the Naval Air Reserve Squadrons are
issued identification cards at the Organized Reserve
Personnel Office. Liberty Cards for enlisted squadron
personnel are issued when reporting for active duty
for training and are returned upon completion of the
training.
Automobile Permits

Issued by the NAS Security Office (Main Gate,
Bldg. S-2) to active duty personnel for use of privately
owned vehicles which meet the requirements of the
Naval Air Station.
Members of the Squadrons attached to the NARTU
must meet the same requirements as active duty personnel but receive decals from the NARTU OOD Office in Bldg. N-126.
Education Office

Identification - Liberty Cards

Application forms and identification cards for dependents of active duty personnel may be obtained at
the Active Duty Personnel O££ice. Enlisted liberty
cards are issued to the individual upon reporting foi`
duty. Photos required for identification cards are
taken at the Unit's Photo Lab in Bldg. N-126.

NARTU's Education and Aviation Technical Training Officer is a local representative for USAFI and
other correspondence courses, may be reached in
Bldg. N-7, Ext. 389. Information on advancement in
rating and service schools inay be obtained during
any working day.
Other Information

See the Naval Air Station Section for other items
of interest not appearing in the NARTU Directory.
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The Marine Air Reserve Training Detachment at
NAS Memphis which is located on the second deck of
the east wing o£ Hangar 126 is one of seventeen Ma.rine
Air Reserve Training Detachments located throughout
the nation. These form the military command of the
Commanding General, Marine Air Reserve Training
Command (CG MARTC), whose flag headquarters is
at NAS, Glenview, Illinois.
The mission of the MARTD is to supervise the
training and administration for the attached reserve
units. The detachment consists o£ four officers and
fifty-nine enlisted, Regular Marine Corps personnel.
It is commanded by a lieutenant colonel.
The primary training objective is to assui.e that
the Reserve units supported by t,he MARTD maintain

Naval Air Maintenance Training Detachments, is permanently assigned to specifically administei` the detachment and training programs being conducted. Detachments are located at approximately 28 areas in
the United States and Hawaii. In addition, training is
provided at numerous other locations in the United
States and Europe tor specialized training.
Detachments

Detachments are technical schools complete with
highly qualified instructors, training panels, mock-ups,
transparencies, current lesson guides and technical
manuals and literature.
Scope Of Training

The training conducted by NAMTRAGRU detachments is highly specialized. They train fleet personnel
at-the-site on the maintenance of specific equipment
these maintenance personnel will be working with. The
general areas of training provided by Naval Air Maintenance Training Detachments are: Complete weapon
system maintenance including group support equipment; Class "C" type maintenance on gas turbine
compressors; Operational procedures and maintenance

a real mobilization potential. This is accomplished by
keeping the training programs abreast of the latest
tactics and techniques of the Air Arm of the Fleet
Marine Force.
There are four Marine Reserve Aviation units attached to the Memphis MARTD. Two are jet squadrons with a combined authorized strength of 62 officers and 240 enlisted men; one Marine Air Reserve
Group (MARG-16) which has an authorized strength
of 11 officers; and the fourth is the Volunteer Training Unit (Air) VTU(Avn)-12, which has no set authoi`ized strength. These units train one weekend per
month and, excluding VTU-12, perform two weeks
active duty each summer at a regular Marine Corps
activity. The squadrons are equipped with A4B "Sky-

of specific ejection seats; Cockpit pi`ocedures for pilot

LT. COL. JAMES R. WEAVER, USMC
Commanding Officer
Marine Air Reserve Training Detachment

and maintenance personnel; Air-launched guided missiles; Atomic, biological, chemical warfare defense;
Administrative maintenance; and general courses in
aviation, hydraulics, jet engines, reciprocating engines, helicopters, electricity, electronics, transistors,
and computers.
Over 70,000 st,udents are trained each year.
Instructors
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sonnel are billeted in Barracks N-77.

The instructors are the key personnel of the program. They are highly qualified instructors and technicians. Each is specifically trained for his assignment. Many are trained at the factory. They are o£
pay grades E-5 or above, both Navy and Marine. The
Majority ai.e volunteers for the program, and the

CAPT. C. A. WILLIAMS
Commclnding Officer
Naval Air Maintenance Training Group

majority of them have previous instructor experience.
Qualified enlisted personnel are assigned to the N.a.val
Air Maintenance Training Program by the Chief of

Naval Personnel and the Commandant of the Marine
Corps. Duty is classified as shore duty tor rotational
purposes, except for detachments located .in Hawaii`
which is sea duty for rotational purpose.

Check-ln Procedure

Personnel reporting to the Marine Air Reserve
Ti.aining Detachment for duty assignment a.re required to check in with the Detachment First Sergeant
(Bldg. N-126). On non-work days personnel may check
i`n wi-th the Junior Officer of the Day of the Marine Air
Reserve Training Detachment (Bldg. N-126).

Hours of Operation

UNITS
MARTD

TIME
0730

DAYS
Wed. through sun.

1630

VMF-124

0'630
1630

Sat. and Sun., third
weekend each month.
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History

The U. S. Naval Hospital, Memphis, Tennessee`
was commissioned in March 1943 to provide medical
support for Naval personnel on active duty within the
Navy Memphis ai.ea and the sick and injured returning from overseas areas. After termination of hostilities o±' World War 11, the role of the hospital assumed
a pet.manent medical support function for military
activities within the area. At present, the hospital
pi.ovides both in-patient and outpatient cai`e for all
members of the uniformed services on active duty
in the area, their dependents, and other authorized
supernumerary personnel.

e/I/aeck/ ef a4de c«rdai»de»ca;Iiur3 gredndaycg 8i7ouf a
Naval Air Maintenance Training Group, a Command under the Chief of Naval Air Technical Training, has its headquarters located aboard Navy Memphis. Naval Air Maintenance Training Group, abbreviated NAMTRAGRU, was commissioned a separate
command on 21 January 1960. Formerly, it was a
department of the Naval Air Technical Training
Center here at Memphis.
Mission

The mission o£ NAMTRAGRU is to provide by
means o£ Naval Air Maintenance Training Detachments, technical instruction for officers and enlisted

personnel in the operation, maintenance and repair
o]' aircraft and associated equipment, and to conduct
such other training as the Chie±` of Naval Operations
may direct.
Headquarters

In addition to the Commanding Officer, Executive O££icer, and special assistants, four departments

form the headquarters organization. They are: training; Personnel/Administration; Material; and Modifications. Each department serves as a staff function
to support the Field Organization. Headquarters is
located at N-1.

/

Field Organization

The Field Organization actually carries out the
mission of NAMTRAGRU. The field is divided into
the Eastern and Western Regions. each headed by
a Regional Off.icer-in-Charge. The Officer-in-Charge
Naval Air Maintenance Training, East is located at
NAS Nor folk, Virginia and the Officer-in-Charge Naval
Air Maintenance Training, West is located at NAS
North Island, San Diego, California. Each of these Officers-in-Charge administers the training program and
detachments assigned the region. They also work
closely with the respective COMNAVAIR's in NAMTRAGRU Training matters. At each major air station,
both Navy and Marine, an Assistant Officer-in-Charge
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Mission

The c.are and treatment of sick and injui`ed military personnel with the object of their expeditious
return to duty. Secondarily, the care and treatment
of non-military personnel when authorized, and available.
Location
U.S. NAVAL HOSPITAL, MEMPHIS
ADMINISTRATION BUILDING

The hospital is located approximately twenty
miles noi`th o£ Memphis, Tenne.Ssee. and three miles
east of Millington` Tennessee, on Navy Road just
beyond the Naval Air Station.
(Continued Next Page)
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VIS'Tu,a

Visiting hours for officer patients, dependent patients and general military wards are from 1400 to
1600 and 1830 to 2030 daily except for Ward 7 (Pediatric Ward) where visiting hours are 1800 to 1900.

Since they are particularly susceptible to disease,
children under 12 years of age are not allowed to
visit on open wards except under unusual circumstances and after obtaining permission of the Ward
Medical Officer or the Officer of the Day.
Services Provided By The Hospital

The hospital has 250 beds authorized and provides
in-patient and out-patient care in all the services
usually found in a general hospital. These include
General Medicine and Surgery, Obstetrics and Gynecology, Orthopedics, Dermatology, Pediatrics, Eye,
Ear, Nose and Throat, Radiology, Dentistry, Urology,
Neuropsychiatry and Pathology. Military personnel
and their dependents receive immunizations from the
Naval Air Station Dispensary. Military personnel are
referred from the Naval Air Station Dispensary to the
hospital for out-patient treatment or consultation or
in-patient treatment. The Out-Patient Dependents'
Clinic is here for your dependents' care. It is the policy
of this Clinic to see patients by appointment. True
emergencies are seen immediately and at anytime
without an appointment.
Visits, for convenience sake, after working hours,
CAPT. HARRY F. LENHARDT
Commanding Officer
jeopardize the medical care of true emergencies and
of in-patients by taking the Watch Doctors' time; unU.S. Naval Hospital, Memphis
necessary haste on his part reduces the quality of
care sick patients need and deserve. Better care can
Facilities and Services Available for Staff and
be given to all patients if they are seen during workPatient Personnel
Navy Exchange Store and Sna,ck Bar, Movies, ing hours when Laboratory, X-ray and Pharmacy faAmerican Red Cross, Barber Shop, Chapel, Post Of- cilities and consultations are more readily accessible.
If for any reason an appointment cannot be kept, the
fice, Library, and Beauty Shop.
A limited number of quarters is available for Clinic should be called and the appointment cancelled
so as to allow this time to be given to someone else.
married officers and enlisted personnel.

CW. 9'. eAVougr Ired'ndng
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The U.S. Navy Training Publications Center is a
field activity under the management and technical
control of the Bureau of Naval Personnel, and under
the military command of the Chief o£ Naval Air Technical Training. Established under an Officer-in-Charge
in 1952, the activity now has an on-board count of 26
military and 26 civilian personnel. The assigned mission of NTPC Memphis is to prepare texts, manuals,
c.orrespondence courses and other training materials
for personnel of the U.S. Navy and the Naval Reserve.
The Navy Training Publications Center is a small
activity, but its effect is felt tremendously throughout
the entire aviation area of the Navy. The green backed
training manuals and correspondence courses prepared at NTPC are used by enlisted personnel primarily to supplement or supplant technical schooling for advancement within their rating. Skilled Chief
Petty Officers and professional educators and artists
make every effort to` turn out up-to-date, complete rnaterial presented in logical. rea.dable form for study
and reference. Close coordination is maintained with
the associated Technical Training School and the Bureaus in writing the manuals and correspondence
courses. Frequent periodic revisions are employed to
keep the material as up-to-date as is possible.
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hardwood floor.ing. It is among the nation's largest
wholesale centers.
The strategic location that Memphis enjoys has
many people.
It means that Memphis is the City Beautiful . . . meant a healthy, steady growth for the city as a manA city w.ith a conscience . . . A city that is hospitable, ufacturing, warehousing, distribution and agricultural
c.enter.
generous, sympathetic, proud.
From this economic throne high on the Chickasaw
Proud of its trees, its wide sti.eets, its parks and
Bluffs
overlooking the mighty Mississippi River, Memplaygrounds, its shops, its homes and schools and
churches, its industry.
phis looks west to the rich farmlands and scenic mountain ranges of Arkansas . . . south to the fertile Delta
And its people.
Proud because it is one of modern Amei`ica's farmland and rolling hills and Gull. Coast of Mississipfastest-growing and most prosperous and progressive pi . . . east and north to the West Tennessee that is
sandwiched between the Tennessee and Mississippi
cities.
Rivers and crisscrossed by highways and rails as are
This, then, is Memphis . . .
few other areas of comparable size.
LOCATION
FEW CITIES are so advantageously located as
Memphis likes what it sees from its commanding
Memphis. Because of its excellent river, rail, motor
and air transportation facilities, and its geographic position in the extreme southwest corner o£ Tennessee.
Here lingers the romance of the Old South. And
location, it is unexcelled by any other city for reaching big and growing markets throughout the Southeast here, too, is the New South.
Here live a people Who have time for hunting and
and Southwest - as well as the Mid-West.
Notable for its "firsts," this metropolis that is fishing and golfing and boating and leaning on a fence
Memphis is the largest spot cotton market in the vyorld rail and talking politics with a neighbol`.
Here is a big pai`t of the heal.tland of America and the largest hardwood lumber market in the world.
It is the biggest producer of cottonseed products and the Mid-South. And Memphis is her capital.

fflemphis means Place of Good Abode.
And place of good abode means many things to

LCDR. GILBERT A. BOGGS
Officer in Charge
U.S. Navy Training Publications Center
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hunting dog competition, which is run over the celebrated Ames Plantation at nearby Grand Junction,
Tenn., each Februar}'.

INDUSTRY

WHOLESALE AND

RETAIL CENTER

GROWTH of Memphis as a wholesale center
makes it a distribution headquarters for the Southeast
and Southwest. With its centralized location and ideal
transportation network, Memphis answers the need
for lower-cost, more efficient distribution. This has
contributed to Memphis' ranking as one of the largest
wholesale centers in the country.
Annual retail sales here have topped the 765 mil-

Memphis has passed all the tests for plant locations. Locally-organized and financed industries and
national firms are prospering here and undergoing
major expansions. There are more than 700 manufac- lion dollar mark, compared to $537,541,000 in 1950.
turers in Memphis, with employment ranging up to Memphis' trading area, composed of more than eight
46,000 persons.
million people in 286 counties, reports retail sales of
More than 17,000 acres set aside for industrial almost eight billion dollars, and effective buying indevelopment here include a 960-acre harbor and plan- come of more than 11 billion.
ned industrial park on Presidents Island, built at a
cost of 50 million dollars. Across a channel from Presidents Island is being developed a 6,800-acre industrial
area. A public river-rail-truck terminal on the island
is among harbor facilities that industry finds attractive.

CITY OF CULTURE
Memphis' first schoolmaster, are other favorite atMEMPHIS is a cultural center for the seven-state tractions. Still others include Chucalissa, a prehistoric
Mid-South. Contributing to the cultural life of the city Indian town and museum, and Lakeland Playland.
are the Memphis Symphony Orchestra, Civic Ballet,
For visitors wishing guided tours of the city, Gray
the Memphis Academy of Arts, Brooks Memorial Art Line Sightseeing Tours leave Hotel Peabody twice
Gallery, Front Street Theatre, Little Theatre, and ex- daily except Sunday. And the Memphis Queen 11 leaves
cellent library and educational systems. The Auditor- the foot of Monroe daily for excursions on Old Man
ium offers touring Broadway productions, and among River. An annual Heritage House Tour of famous old
favorite summer activities are weekly free concerts Memphis homes is another popular event, held in
under the stars in Overton Park Shell.
May.
Providing other cultural pursuits are Southwestem-at-Memphis, a liberal arts college, and Memphis
State University. These include an Adult Education
Program at Southwestern, and an annual Shakespearean Festival at MSU.
Other institutions of higher leal.ming include the
University of Tennessee Medical Units, Harding Academy and Graduate School of Bible and Religion,
Christian Brothers College, Siena College, Southern
College of Optometry, LeMoyne College and Owen

AGRICULTURE

AGRICULTURE in the region served by Memphis
has long been important to Tennessee's largest city.
For in the rich topsoil of this vast area lies the wealth
of the Mid-South.

Cotton here is still king, but diversification has
been a key to a much-improved economy in recent
years. Practically every major money crop is grown in
the Memphis trade area, and corn, alfalfa, truck farm-

College.

The University Qf Tennessee Medical Units have
the third largest enrollment among the nation's medical colleges. Enrollment here runs about 1,500 in ColleLges of Medicine, Dentistry, Pharmacy and Nursing,
and School of Biological Sciences. Graduate work leading to master of science and doctor of philosophy degrees is offered in anatomy, chemistry, pathology and
microbiology, pharmacology and physiology.
Memphis also has the South's largest Medical Center, at which the U-T medical students receive valuable practical training. The Medical Center includes
Baptist, John Gaston, West Tennessee Tuberculosis,
Gailor Psychiatric, E. H. Crump Memorial, PsychiaRECREATION
tric Hospital & Research Institute, a U-T Cancer RePERSONS who like to fish and hunt find in a close
search Center, and Campbell. Clinic. Located nearby radius of Memphis some of the finest grounds for
are Methodist, St. Jude and St. Joseph Hospitals. There these sports in the nation. At Memphis' front door, on
are a total of 26 hospitals in Memphis having 7,127 MCKellar Lake, is boating, sailing and water skiing.
beds.
And at convenient points throughout the city are facilities for golf, tennis, archery, bowling, softbal],
OTHER ATTRACTIONS
baseball, basketball, handball, skating, swimming and
MEMPHIS IS a mecca for thousands of visitors horseback riding.
each May during the Memphis Cotton Carnival and a
Known far and wide as a golfing city., Memphis
Carnival Sailing Regatta on MCKellar Lake. New rec- has eight public and seven private golf courses. Colonords are being set each year by the Mid-South Fair & ial Country Club is the home o± the Mempnis Open,
Exposition, always staged in late September. The which attracts golfdom's greatest for four days of the
Memphis Zoological Garden and Aquarium (Overton top tournament play each year.
Park Zoo), Memphis Museum (Pink Palace), Shelby
Another sports spectacular in this area is the NaForest State Park, and Magevney House, home o£ tional Bird Dog Championship, the World Series of
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TRANSPORTATION
CONTRIBUTING to Memphis' transportation ad-

vantages are railroads that fan out in every direction
Eight roads serve 25 states from Memphis with initial,
one-line, direct rail service. Express shipments out of`
Memphis cover the entire Southeast and Southwest,
and a. large part of the Mid-West, in any 24-hour period.

Eleven bus lines and 89 motor I.reight lines are
established in Memphis. Nine major highways serve
Memphis, five of them crossing the Mississippi over
the Memphis-Arkansas Bridge.
Similarly, Memphis is an important air hub. Seven
air lines operate 150 in and out flights daily. And
Memphis in August, 1960, joined cities that are pioneering in the commercial jet age. Recently completed
was a new 20-million-dollar Municipal Airport. Memphis also has a Downtown Airport - served by ferry
across Wolf River, three blocks from Main Street.
As a major river port, Memphis is near the center of the great Inland Waterways System. More than
six million tons of river cargo are handled annually
by the Port of Memphis. Six barge lines serve the
c.ity.

ing, soybeans, rice - and even fish farming i have
come into prominence. In addition, livestock production and dairying are major sources of income in the
region.

GOVERNMENT - POPULATION
MEMPHIS WAS FOUNDED in 1819, with Andrew
`01d Hickory' Jackson, one of the founders, credited

with naming the Mississippi River town for the Egyptian city of the same name on the Nile. As already
mentioned, the name "Memphis" meant "Place of
Good Abode" to the Egyptians. The meaning is the
same for Memphis-on-the-Mississippi.
Memphis wias incorporated in 1826, with 500 population. Today, Memphis has a population o±' more
than 500,000 - and the 1960 Census showed a Metropolitan Area (Memphis and Shelby County) population
of 627,019.

NICE PLACE TO LIVE

WITH ITS ECONOMIC ADVANTAGES, Memphis
is also a nice place in which to live.
Public Schools are among the best in the nation,
and churches of every denomination are represented.
(Continued Next Page)
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MILLINGTON CITY HALL

9:hJdr gib ej'¢(i//dr¢g/a/i'b
T.o the entire military personnel of the Naval Ai]`
Station at Millington, and to the visiting members of
your families, we, the friendly citizens of Millington
and Shelby County, wish to extend our hands in WELCOME.

The City of Millington, situated immediately adjacent to the Naval Air Station, has four elementary
schools, two high schools, and two more in the planning stage. Millington's churches have grown from
two log cabin buildings to twenty new buildings serving
the area with all demoninations.

There are 128 parks and playgrounds in Memphis con- too, you will find excellent cuisine, and a growing
taining 4,034 acres. An anti-noise ordinance contributes variety of entertainment.

to the city being a quiet one. And Memphis was the
first to three times win the title of Nation's Cleanest

This, then, is Memphis -Place o£ Good Abode.

City.

Here is a city that grew from 32nd in size among

riding, fishing, camping, hiking, and a variety of recreations for the family to enjoy. Plans for a swimming
pool and a 35-acre Park are shaping up, bowling alley,

skating rink and amusement park are the adied attractions for Millington. The city also boasts a municipal airport where flying lessons are given.

Many of our newest citizens are retired service
personnel, whose `tour of duty' has aquainted them
with our Southern Hospitality, our genuine desire to
The 1940 population of 730 has mushroomed to over welcome cosmopolitan ideas of our service families,
6,000 people and Millington can boast one of the most and our ability to create a restful peace, while being`
modern water and sewage disposal plants in the state. the most progressive c.ity in the Mid-Sol,`th.
Navy Road is the "Great White Way" with the busy
street being widened with curbs and gutters being.
added.

the nation's largest cities in 1940 to 26th in 1950 to 22nd
in 1960. And Memphis reported more than half of the
population increase of the entire State. of Tennessee

Federal Project 45-site lA and 18, complete 90
units. This is part of the City's progressive Urban Renewal Program. This program will ultimately provide
the city with a twenty-five act.e Industrial Park, situated on the Illinois Central Railroad, and located adjacent to the city's thriving business district. Milling`ton has recently acquired its first industry, the Sandusky Memphis Metal Cabinet, Inc.

during 1950-60.

Progress is being made in construction of a modern expressway system, in plans for a new Coliseum,
the new airport and a continuing major Urban Renewal program. A new 32-million dollar Civic Center is
under construction, as are sizeable other downtown
and outlying construction projects. Millions are being
spent, too, on new churches, schools and hospitals including the four million dollar St. Jude Hospital, a
longtime dream of Comedian Danny Thomas.

Millington has a Class "A" post office and a lovely community center housing a most complete library.

NICE PLACE TO VISIT

Although Cotton is still King, he is beginning. to lose
his prestige to beef cattle and dairy herds whic.h cai`[
be seen grazing peacefully along all the appl`oaches tc`
our city.

VISITORS FIND that Memphians are friendly,
courteous, hospitable. Here you will receive a cordial
welcome. Modern hotels and motels, conveniently located downtown and throughout the city, offer comfortable accommodations. In Memphis, you will find
modern department stores and excellent shops. Here,

Millington is one municipality which is also interested in her citizen's playtime, and to make sure
there are no "Dull Jacks" in summer, over 500 youngsters participate in the organized "Little League"
baseball games; planned and supervised summer recreational programs for all ages are constant at Oak
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Park, which is located on Church between Navy Road
and Easley Street and Shelby National Forest, and
State Park in Millington, offers picnicing, horseback

UNION AVENUE BAPTIST CHURCH
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MILLINGTON CENTRAL

HIGH SCHOOL

ALPHABETICAL DIRECTORY SECTION
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Elnergency Telephone Numbers

Bank,

Peoples

State,

S-4

_____________________________

._______________,_______

_____._____________340

ACCIDENTS

N AS
U.

500-608

S.

Naval

Hospital

C

________._,._.__________________________.___.____._____________..______.435

AMBULANCE

Chaplains, S-59
Senior Chaplain, Staff
Senior Chaplain, NAS
Chaplain, USNH

NAS, Active duty Military Personnel ___.___ .... _____________.__.___.____.___________444
USNH,

Dependents

&

All

Others

___._.___.___________._____.__.______._.__,__.__.___435

MEDICAL OOD

Sun.

and

holidays)

687

Club, Officer's, S-89

________fl{J-&if3;n.

Club, CPO, S-191
Club, "56`', S-80 .
club, NARTU Enlisted Men`s, N-101

_____________.__..__._.___..__________._______.___._.___8318

NARTU

STAFF

Club,

270
__

217

NAS
NATTC
__.________._

435

Repair

____._

398

Communications (Message Center), S-l ______. ____.

597-8268

YOUR

DAILY SCHEDULES

Telephone Information
office

_________.220

Information

223-222

Distance

__.._.__________________._,

+_______.__________________``0"

Memphis Calls

Unlisted

LINE

TERMINAL - 79 JEFFERSON AYE. - 526-4323

leaving

Operator

BUS

TRANSPORTS, INC.

8789-8724-493
693

Calls

_________________

„0`` or 223

________________________.__

Telephone

_573-8331

~..._.__610

USNH

Millington

_______

8308-8192

S-96

~_.__._____._._._.._..__._.______.________.._.______________________223

NAS

Long

___.____621 -691

______________.__________._...____.__________

Comptroller,

SECURITY

Business

_____ .. _8755

_________._.______328

Public works Trouble Desk, NAS
Telephone

___.__.____._fJf)5

Enlisted Men's, S-157 ____________

Commissary Store, N-91

646

USNH

8301
__

GPO Mess (Closed)

REPAIRS
Maintenance,

._.._____428-357

Officers` Mess (Closed), S-88 _____ .__

500-608
249-628

U. S. NAVAL HOSPITAL

___309

666

Marine Aviation Detachment (After 1600 daily,
Sat.,

________.____

8218

00D
NAMTG

_.________496-242

Chapel, S-166 __

NAS _______

U. S. NAVAL HOSPITAL

__.___._i_496-242

Numbers

_________________.___.__________________._________________223

end

of

Lino

OFFICE - 203 SOUTH ORLEANS STREET - 525-2224
SUNDAY SCHEDULES

SATURDAY SCHEDULES

Leaving Memphis

L®oving

end

of

line

Leaving

Memphis

Leaving

end

of

Line
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Memphis

A.N\.

P.N\.

A.N\.

P.N\.

A.NI.

P.M.

A.M.

P.M.

12:00N

02:00

12:30

01 :00

T2:30
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05:15
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13:00
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I 4:00
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T5:OO
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08:30
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'P:OO
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08:30
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* 15:OO A.P.
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Bus20:OO
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Bus 2l:15
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22:30

17:30

10:30
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23:00
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11:00

18:00
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23:00
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18:30

11:30

18:15
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19:00

12:00N

* Austin Peciy School Run

Bus

I ? : 00

'9:45

20:00
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22:'5

22:00

23:00

23:00
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RUNNING TIME -MEMPHIS TO NAVAL AIR STATION
END OF LINE
N.A.S. TO MILLINGTON
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h
Navy Exchange
Navy Exchange Officer, S-79
Barber Shop, N-24
Barber Shop, S-I
Barber Shop, S-79

_

..__

____453

_________8146

________ffrlA!f)
___________683

Beauty Shop, S-80 __________

___________300

Customer Assistance, S-79
Laundry, S-74

___

Optical

___________r2:I)

Shop,

S-79

.___.__683

_____.___ __581

____________.___.__

Retail Store (North) S-24 _________

_________8146

8306

Retail Store, (South) S-79 _________

Retail Store, USNH, BIdg. No. 6
Service Station, N-117
Service Station, N-34l
Tailor

Shop,

S-79

______________

____.294

_____8335
_______644

___________________________.__

TV and Radio Repair Shop, S-79 ______

Western Union, S-79
Navy Memphis Federal Credit Union, N-24

_. _____8223-8307

Navy

_________678-8334

Relief

Society

_________________.____

______..__

P
Personnel Department, S-78
Personnel

Officer

__ ______ _ __ ._

_____._________-_______i;R9

_______ __

Chief Yeoman

_____________._244-8103

Duty

_______. ______244-8212

Yeoman

_______._______________

Public Works Department
Public Works Officer, S-236
Housing

Office,

S-236

rsf;I -5J7

_._______._.__._.____...___

_ _ _ _ Gfl7

Transportcition Dispatcher (Taxi Service)

418-289

Transportation

_____8805

Trouble

calls

Officer

_

.__.

___.___._.____..___________

_ ___________

___._

_____

-610

S
Special Services
Bowling

Alley,

S-78

_____________.

Gymnasium, Gear Issue, N-82

_8376
_8256

Golf Club House, N-26A ______

_ __393

Hobby Shop Garage, N-114

_ _8319

Hobby

Shop,

Movie,

N-24

S-60

__fffloril

Master at Arms, N-24 __________ _

_ Sflori7

Picnic Grounds MAA, S-192 _.

_ .8817

Swimming Pool, Northside Indoor, N-79
Swimming Pool, Officers', S-89 _.

__ 8264

______

___

New 2-Bedroom 10' Wide

$2995

_ .8776

_____ ____ __ ._
_________.

___

One of Our Everyday Specials

t;r7 -Irf i7 3

Special Services Officer _____

Only $195 Down
COMPLETELY FURNISHED

2 Memphis Locations

___8798
__8170

3873 N. Thomas

Swimming Pool, Southside, S-78

___8104

(Highwciy 51 North)

Riding

___8829

Swimming Pool, CPO, S-191

Stables,

Northside

_____.

_____.__.__

Supply; Household Goods, S-242

__.

2426 Lamar

441 -420-382

(Highwciy 78 East)

Open All Day Sunday
-44-
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CLASSIFIHD

BUYING

SHCTI0N

MILLINGTON HOMES, INC.
`'Housing the Military Since 1948"

Furnished
APARTMENTsEff. $40.00 - 1 Bdr. $53.00

Up

-DUPLEXES

Or

Unfurnished
FOR RENT
1 -2-3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS

cO?.75 Per Month Up

EFFICIENCY APARTMENTS - $40.00
8. G. MAXWELL, Manager

Certified Property Manager and Member o£ The

Institute of Real Estate Management
$4P.50 Per Month up

ADDING MACHINES & CALCULATORS

Victor Comptometer Corporation
2390

Lamar,

Memphis

Millington, Tennessee

4946 Navy Rd.

_________________________323.8588

APARTMENTS

AUTOMOBILE BODY & PAINT SHOPS
Douthit - Carroll Pontiac
1011 Union, Memphis ________________~_________272.3451
(See oilr ad Inside Back Cover)

Union Chevrolet Company
2200
Lamar,
Memphis
________________________324.3671
(See our ad under Automobile Dealers--New Cars)

Kimpel's Komer

WELLER BROTHERS, lNC.

FURNISHED LAKESIDE COTTAGES
6444 RALEIGH-MllLINGTON RD.

872-3329

Complete Body Shop

PH. 872-2457

Open Saturdays - Welding
Millington

4946

Homes,

Navy

lnc.

855 VANCE

APPLIANCES
Dixiemart
3645 Lamar Ave., Memphis ____________________363.3821
1230 N. Watkins, Memphis ______________________278-0611

(See our ad Last Yellow Page)
Rhodes Jennings Furniture Co.
66

North

MEMPHIS

526-0674

Road, Millington ____________________872.3329
(See our ad this Classification)

Main,

Memphis

AUTOMOBILE BRAKE a MUFFLER SHOPS
Bill South Motors
7863 Hwy. 51 N. at Navy Road, Millington ________872-1885
(See our ad under AutomobHe Repairing)
AUTOMOBILE BRAKE SERVICE

______________________525.1381

Whitmore's Brake Service

(See our ad Outside Back Cover)

Sears
7885 Hwy.

51 North & Navy Rd., Millington ______872-0161
(See our ad Inside Front Cover)
Wages & Sons Furniture & Appliances
4952 Navy Road, Millington ____________________872.3366
(See our ad Inside Front Cover)

OVER 37 YEARS EXCLUSIVELY

BRAKES
20°/a DISCOUNT ON PARTS T0 NAVAL PERSONNEL
1180 MADISON AYE.
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MEMPHIS

274-7660

RE-_'|fi
AUTOMOBILE DEALERs-NEw c^Rs

-

AUTOMOBiLE FRour END ALIGNMENT
AUTOMOBILE PARTS

AUTOMOTIVE MACHINE SHOPS

AUTOMOBILE PARTS
Millington Auto Parts, lnc.
7995 Hwy. 51 North, Millington __________________872.3386
(See our ad this classification)

P & R Auto Parts
5439

Road, Millington ____________________872-3919
(See our ad this Classification)

RO§ENBEko AUTO SUPPLY (0.

AUTOMOBILE DEALEFts-NEW CAFts , Cont'd.
Bill Speros
309 Union,

Navy

MOTOR MAGIC
Memphis

__________________________525-0581

(See our ad this Classification)
Union Chevrolet Company
2200 Lamar, Memphis _____~__________________~_324.3671

Wholesale To Military Personnel
Open Niles .and Sunday

263 CHELSEA

E/%J 1 3/I fr'

MEMPHIS

(See our ad this Classification)

WALKER CHEVROLET CO.
Chevrolet - Oldsmobile - Cadillac

VIq]

WEISS AUTO PARTS CO., INC.
AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION PARTS

Sales and Service

Covington, Tenn.

loll

Curtis

Union,

Memphis

Jack Chamblin's Studebaker-Memphis
2153 Central Ave. at Cooper, Memphis ____________272.9671

(See our ad under Automobile Dealers-New Cars)
Douthit - Carroll Pontiac
loll Union, Memphis __________________________272-3451
(See our ad Inside Back Cover)

____________________ _ _ _ _ _ _272.3451

(See our ad Inside Back Cover)
Person Chevrolet Co.

Hwy. 51 & Navy Road,

Millington

AUTOMOBILE PARTS-NEW & USED
Southside Auto Parts

AUTOMOBILE DEALERS-USED CARS

(See our ad this Classification)
Douthit - Carroll Pontiac

2603 South
AUTOMOBILE

COMPLETE SALES a SERVICE

AUTOMOBILE

NEW and USED CARS

2153

Hwy. 51 & Navy Road, Millington ________________872-3302
Bill Speros
309 Union,

d nus§ell Aulo §elvice, lnc.,

VANGUARD CAR MARKET

Sales - Service - Parts
Mempliis

__________________________525-0581

(See our ad under Automobile Dealers-New Cars)

Authorized Dealer

357.5011

Ave.

at

Cooper,

51 & Navy Road,

Union Chevrolet Company
2200
Lamar,
Memphis

__________272.9671

(See our ad Inside Front Cover)
Bill South Motors
7863 Hwy. 51 N. at Navy Road, Millington _________872.1885
(See our ad this Classification)

AUTOMOTIVE MACHINE SHOPS
Millington Auto Parts, lnc.
7995 Hvy. 51
North, Millington

Pontiacs - Chevrolets

Cadillac
SALES

&

SERVICE

Used Cars

341

Union Aye.

Memphis

isTra

4782 Navy Rd.

Millington

872.0121

AUTOMOBILE FRONT END ALIGNMENT
Bill South Motors
7863 Hwy. 51 N. at Navy Road, Millington ________872-1885

526-8207

-2-

(See our ad

under Automobile

D.C.

__________783.7100

________________872.3302

All Makes of Fine Used Cars

SOUTHERN MOTORS, INC.

________________________324-3671

AUTOMOBILE AND TRUCK TRANSPORTING
Auto Delivery Co. of America
500 H Street, N.W. Washington 1,

Codillocs - Buicks - OIdsmobiles

527-9321 -525-0952

__________________________525-0581

(See our ad under Automobile Dealers-New Cars)

Memphis

Millington

Memphis

(See our ad under Automobile Dealers-New Cars)

REPAIFtlNG

Central

REPAIRING, Cont'd.

Bill Speros
309 Union,

(See our ad under Automobile Dealers-New Cars)
Curtis Person Chevrolet Co.
Hwy.

Memphis

MEMPHIS

AUTOMOBILE

Jack Chamblin's Studebaker-Memphis

Curtis Person Chevrolet Co.

872-0181

(See our ad Inside Front Cover)

283 Union Ave.

__________________948-3456

RADIATOR REPAIRING

3050 THOMAS ST.

RAMBLER SALES, lNC.
Millington

Memphis

Complete Automotive Repairs
Radiators -- Electric Systems
Motors -- Transmissions

PICKARD-SCOTT

N.

Bellevue,

Frayser Radialor & [leclric §elvice

___________ _ _ _ _ _ 872.3302

(See our ad Inside Front Cover)

7775 Hwy. 51

358-2453

Memphis

948-0367

Phone 526-2065
AUTOM0BILE DE^LEFts-NEW CARS
Jack Chamblin's Studebaker-Memphis
2153 Central Ave at Cooper, Memphis ____________272.9671

3154 N. WATKINS

:+,++LTr=-

1414 Florida St.

20 Miles North of Millington

Repairing)

-3-

________________872-3386

(See our ad under Automobile Parts)

BANl{S

CLEANERS

CLEANERS

BOILEFt SETTING

CLEANERS , Cont'd.

Lynn Whitsett Company
1555

FUNERAL HOMES

Harbor

Ave.,

Memphis

__________~_________942.4622

Millington One Hour Martinizing Co.
7918 C Street, Millington ______________________872.4960

NATIONAL TEXTILE 5TORE§

(See our ad Inside Back Cover)

BOol{STORES

Pfro -4,

Memphis Baptist College Bookslore
All Types of BIBLES
Books - Music - Commentaries
Sunday School - Church Supplies

UNIFORMS - TAIIORING
CLEANING - LAUNDRY

Mail Orders Invited
1686 HELSLEY

MEMPHIS, TENN.

4524600

5124 Navy Rd.

1 Day servic.e

DANCE STUDIOS
MCLaughlin Dance Studio
1334 Linden Ave„ Memphis

BOTTLERS

pE©IA

For Those
Who Think Yotmg
1500 THOMAS ST.
MEMPHIS, TENN.

The Most Complete Selection
of Quality Drapery and
Slip Cover Fabrics in Town

872-4818

Special Discounts To
Navy Personnel

____________________275.6878

DEPARTMENT STORES
Dixiemart
3645 Lamar Ave., Memphis _______________._____363.3821
1230 N. Watkins, Memphis ___~_________________278.0611
(See our ad Last Yellow Page)

Sears

408 N. Cleveland
Memphis

272-1221

7885 Hwy. 51 North & Navy Rd., Millington ________872-0161

(See our ad Inside Front Cover)

BFtoKEF`S

0rvis Brothers & Co.
First National Bank Bldg.-Suite 1711

rzI,Zzz/1

Zfel_
1 I ,il ERSONVEN

525-3311

165

Madison

Raleigh Real Estate & Insurance Center
4339 Stage Road, Memphis __________________._386.4040
including

BUS LINES

Transports, lnc.
Terminal-79 Jefferson, Memphis ________________526.4323
Office-203 S. Orleans St., Memphis ____________525.2224
(See our ad First Page Personnel Section for
Schedule to Base)

and

sPo.

Northgate shopping center
on Highway 51 North

CALCULATING

BANKS
First National Bank of Memphis

5052 Navy Road at "C" St„ Millington Branch ____872.3355
2984 Austin Peay Hwy., Raleigh Branch _ ---- __---386-7350

Shopping
Center
________________________872-0151
Air Station ______________________________Ext. 340

Millington

Rose Catering Service
647 Woodlawn, Memphis ________________________527-6971
CHILDREN'S WEAR

_____________________872-3928

2080 Madison

Memphis

CHURCHES
East Acres Baptist Church
6904 Navy Road, Millington
Lindenwood Christian Church
Union at Parkway, Memphis

Billiard

287

Memphis

_____________. ______872.1547

____________________525.8251

EMPLOYMENT
Manpower, lnc.
76 Union Ave„

Memphis _____________________.__525-7551
(See our ad this Classification)
Union Central Li{e Insurance Co.
2308 Sterick
BIdg.,
Memphis
__________________526-0256

EMPLoyMENT-TEMroFtAFty
Manpower, lnc.
76 Union Ave.,

____________________872.3561

____________________458-8506

JIMMIE STROuD,

______________________527-7602

385 ropLAR

(See our ad

under Employment)

We pay you High
Hourly Rates

ENCYCLOPEDIAS

FABFtlcs
National Textile Stores
N.

Cleveland,

Memphis

(See our ad
Round Cornei. Fabrics

__________+_________272-1221

under Draperies)

76 Union Aye.
525-7551

FLORISTS
Cloverhaven Gifts & Flowers
Permanent Arrangements for Most Occasions on F`ental Basis
7861 Armour Road, Millington ._________________872-3637

Flowers for All Occasions
1235 Union at Bellevue,

Memphis

_.___._____.___275-1226

FUNERAL HOMES

Dir.

MEMPHIS

526-8403

Messiah Lutheran Church
Morning Worship 10:30 a.in., Sunday School 9:15 a.in.
3743 Austin Peay Hwy., Raleigh __________________386-3401
CLEANEFts

Kraus cleaners

12 MILES SOUTH MEMPHIS -HWY. 61
LAKEVIEW, MISS.

11

726

391 -7306

-4-

YOU PAY NO FEE

_______________________525.7551

BOAT F`ENTALS

Minnows - Crickets - Worms
Fishing & Hunting Licenses

lMMEDIATELY!

-a week or longer
Memphis

191 N. Belvedere (Cor. 1684 Poplar) Memphis ______276-2910

RALLY . . . Every Saturday 7:30 P.M.
Christian Youth Auditorium

MILLER'S BOAT DOCK

TYPISTS .nd STEN®S f®r
TEMPORARY WORK

Work ci day or two

Exclusive Fabrics for Clothes-Draperies-Slip Covers

Allendi "YOUTH Eon (ml§T"

Supply Co.

Monroe Ave.,

Millington

Ramsey's Flowers

276-8750

BILL[ARD EOUIPMENT a SuPPLIES
Rex

______________________386-5666

(See our ad this Classification)

WHERE NAVAL PERSONNEL CAN GET
TUITION FINANCINiG TO FIT THEIR BUDGET

Road,

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
L & H Electric Company, lnc.
178 N. Fourth St., Memphis

408

Cole's Young Fashions
4297 Stage Road, Raleigh

BEAUTY SCHOOLS

MIDSOUTH SCHOOL OF BEAUTY

Navy

Compton's Pictured Encyclopedia
3294 Poplar (435 Century Bldg.) Memphis ._._______458-2177

CATEREF}S

BARBER SHOPS

MANPOWER,inc.NEEDS

Real Pit Bar.B.Q-Malts & Shakes

(See our ad "Career Opportunity" this Page)

National Theatre Supply
Wholesale & Retail Carpets
412 South Second St., Memphis ______________.___525.6616
Rhodes Jennings Furniture Co.
66 North Main, Memphis ______________________525-1381
(See our ad Outside Back Cover)

(See our ad Inside Back Cover)
Peoples State Bank
8oo8 Hwy. 51 North __________________________872.3338

Jacks Barber Shop
East of Naval Base-Town & Country Shopping Center

DRIVE IN RESTAURANTS
Malt Bar Drive ln

cARPETs

Courtesy of First National Bank of Memphis

Road,

MACHINES

S C M Corporation-Merchant Calculating Division
889 Linden Ave„ Memphis ______________________526-8571

TIME - Dial Jam Jam 1

(See our ad Outside Back Cover)

National Textile Stores
408 N. Cleveland, Memphis ____________________272.1221
(See our ad this Classification)

4663

(See our ad Outside Back Cover)

3390 North Watkins

Navy

____________________526-7411

(See our ad under Investments)

lENT BRANCHES

6359

Memphis

BulLDERS-HOMES

Since 188THIRTEENRegularPick-ual`dDeliveryAl

Plaza
Naval

Ave„

DRAPEFtlES

Madison,

Memphis

________________________525.3311

(See our ad this classification)

1177 Union Avenue

278-0100

Memphis, Tenn.

-5-

r'

lNSuRANCE-AUTOMOBI LE

INSURANCE

FURNITURE

lNSUFtANCE-AUTOMOBILE
Aetna Casualty & Surety Co,

GIFT SHOPS

BILL ROWLAND, OEil[RAL Iil§UnAN(I

Bill

1350

TOMMY THOMPSON'S

1350 MONROE at SOUTH CLEVELAND

AETNA CASUALTY & SURETY CO.

Treasures from Far Away Places
CRYSTAL - CHINA - WOOD CARVINGS

Auto - Life - Fire - A&H

1737 Union Ave.

274-0886

Mempliis

Gen.

Monroe,

J(all.ar..ne'6 Jnter..o"

Ins.

Memphis

________________274.8027,

272.1272

(See our ad under Insurance)
American Service Mutual Insurance Co.
Continental Insurance Underwriters
5429 Navy Road, Millington _______________.____872-0134
(See our ad Outside Back Cover)
Farris Evans Insurance Agency, lnc.

I: easllre

For

Rowland,

1487

Union

Ave.,

MILITARY OR CIviLIAN

Memphis

1575 MADISON AVENUE

Memphis - 274-6043

Complete Decorating

______________________274.5424

(See our ad under Insurance)
Bill Rowland, Gen.

24-Hour Phone Serv.Ice

Ins.

1350 Monroe, Memphis ________________274.8027. 272.1272

(See our ad ilnder Insurance)

274-8027

272-I 272

JEWELRY

PICTURE PRINTS

HOME & OFFICE

CUSTOM FRAMING

ACCESSORIES

INSURANCE-LIFE
The Equitable Life Assurance Society of the U.S.

'Ber EE1&-- ®o.
322 So. Hollywood St.

Jack W. Kenner
266 S. Cleveland, Memphis ____________________276.2793
(See our ad Fold Out Map)
Farris Evans Insurance Agency, lnc.
1487 union Ave., Memphis _______~____________274-5424

324.3521

Mempliis, Tenii., 38111

(See our ad under Insurance)
National Trust Life Insurance Co.
2701 Union Ave., Extended, Memphis

GROCERY STORES
Dixiemart
3645 Lamar Ave., Memphis _________.___________363.3821
1230 N. Watkins,
Memphis ____________________278.0611
(See our ad Last Yellow Page)

RE

Millington Ice & Grocery, Inc.
ICE - GROCERIES

Millington

Raymond Baker, Agt.
OFFICE: Phone 526-6431

RES: Phone 682-3590

FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDING

HOT PIT BARBECUE
JUMBO HAMBURGERS
7969 B street

_______~____452.6221

MEMPHIS

F`aleigh Real Estate & Insurance Center
4339 Stage Road, Memphis _____.______________386-4040

872-4914

(See our ad Outside Back Cover)
Union Central Life Insurance Co.
2308 Sterick Bldg., Memphis

HARDWARE

Dixiemart

_________________~__526-0256

(See our ad "Career Opportunity" on Page 5)

3645 Lamer Ave., Memphis _____.___.__.._______363.3821
1230

N.

Watkins,

Memphis

_____________________278.0611

(See our ad Last Yellow Page)

BILL UTTZ

/,,

HEATING a ^lR CONDITloNING
S & S Heating & Air Conditioning
895 Whitney, Memphis _______._______.._________357.6141

MILITARY LIFE INSURANCE
Representing
UNITED OF OMAHA

HOME FREEZER HEATS
Wells Processing Plant
14 Miles N. Millington, Hwy. 51, Brighton ________476.6791
Memphis
____________________________________527.9045

5429 Navy Rd.

Millington

872-0134

Memphis Phone 527-5621

(See our ad under Meats)
lNSUF`ANCE-SAVINGS PLAN
The Equitable Li{e Assurance Society of the U.S.
Jack W. Kenner
266 S. Cleveland, Memphis ______________._____276.2793

HOMES
Wallace E. Johnson Realty Co.
875 F{ayner. Memphis ______._________._.____...272.2445
(See our ad on Fold Out Map)

FURNITURE
Hearn Furniture & Appliance Co.

Klondyke Furniture & Appliance Co.
Furniture for the Whole House
NO MONEY DOWN
M. WATERS, Owner
Memphis

North

Main,

Memphis

_______`____

Navy

I i..i

Road,

Memphis

Katharine's Interiors
1575 Madison Ave., Memphis ______________~_____274.6043

____.___________683.7506

275-8451
__.____525-1381

Road, Millington __________________._872.3366
(See our ad Inside Front Cover)

Wages & Sons Furniture & Appliances
4952 Navy F{oad, Millington ________________..__872.3366
(See our ad Inside Front Cover)

Rowland, Gen.

266 S.

Aslor Silver Service & Dewar Jewelers

lNVESTMENTS
Orvis Brothers & Co.
First National Bank Bldg. -Suite 1711
165 Madison Aye., Memphis .___________________526.7411

Silver Repairing - Silver Plciting
Fine Jewelry Repairing
Specicil Order Work

(See our ad this Classificatiin)

Ins.

1350 Monroe, Memphis __._____________274.8027, 272-1272
(See our ad this Classi{ication)
Chandler & Company
5137 Easley St.. Millington ___.__.._______..____872.3214
(See our ad under Fteal Estate)
The Equitable Life Assurance Society of the U.S.
Jack W. Kenner

JEWELRY , Cont'd.

(See our ad this classification)

INFANTS' WEAR
Cole's Young Fashions
4297 Stage Road, Raleigh ______________________386.5666
(See our ad under Children's Wear)

Bill

FURNITURE-RENTALS

I

Sta.

Aetna Casualty & Surety Co.

(See our ad Outside Back Cover)
Wages & Sons Furniture & Appliances
4952

1369 Wells

INSURANCE

Rhodes Jennings Furnitue Co.
66

INTERIOR DECORATORS

Carpets-Upholstery-Floor cleaning & Waxing

Easy Terms for Navy Personnel-Discount for Cash
1350 Thomas (Hvry. 51 N.), Memphis .._.__..____527.4419

1284 Jackson Aye.

(See our ad Fold Out Map)

HOUSECIEANING SERVICES
Shelby Housecleaning Service

14 N. Second st. (Arcade)

JEWELRY

/

Memphis

525-6903

Abb_ott's Jewdry & Hobby Shop
A Complete Watch

The Diamond Store of The South
Northgate Shopping Center

& Jewelry Repair

cleveland, Memphis _______.__..__._.._.276.2793
(See our ad Fold Out Map)

Pawn Shop - Photo Service
4998 Navy Road

Farris Evans Insurance Agency, lnc.
1487 union Ave., Memphis -____.___________..._274.5424
(See our ad this Classitication)

Millington

872.1262

3152 NORTH THOMAS

-7-

-6'iE1

357-2346

•
•
•
•
•

872-3214 CHANDLER & CO. 872-3214

American
12` Westwood
Mastercrcift
Home Mciker
Van Dyke

Midway
pinnacle
Kentuckian
Claiborne

SERVICEMEN WELCOME
Hwy. 51 N., 4 Mi. South

NEW & USED

HOMECREST

Millington

2100

National Home Exchange

265 union Aye., Memphis ______________________527.4306
Rip Van Winkle Motel
7920 Hwy. 51 North, Millington ________________872.3361

0PTOMETRISTS
P. W. F`eed, O.D.

10',12` & 20` Wide

4770

MILLIN®TON

Easley,

Millington

.__________________.____872.4814

0UTBOARD MOTORS-REPAIRS & SERVICE
Gullick's Repair Shop

2090 S. Bellevue (Rear) Memphis ________________948.6226

CHOICE
MEATS
* Processing For
Home Freezers

LAUNDRIES
Millington One Hour Martinizing Co.
7918 C Street, Millington ______________________872.4960

* Custom
Slaughtering ,

25 Years of Quality Service
ALL

MEATS

GUAF{ANTEED

____________________526.0256

(See our ad "Career Opportunity" on Page 5)
Three Sisters, lnc.
3190 Hwy. 51 N. (Northgate Shopping Center)
_____________________________________357.3581

(See our ad Inside Back Cover)

* Fresh Meals

* Country Hams

(Licensed & Bonded)

872-4166

Memphis

324-6671

Raleigh

_________________

_386.5666

(See our ad under Children's Wear)

Wells Processing plant
14 Miles N. Millington Hwy. 5l-Brighton __________476-6791
Memphis
____________________________________527.9045

* Cutting 8.
Wrapping Beef

READING CLINICS
Memphis Reading

Clinic

Diagnosis-TherapyL-hildren & Adults

(See our ad this Classilication)

809 Sterick Bldg„ Memphis ____________.________527.4112

For Home
Freezers

MOBILE HOMES
Dixieland Mobile Homes, Inc.
3873 N. Thomas (Hwy. 51 No.) Memphis __________357.1881

2426 Lamar (Hwy. 78 East) Memphis ____________458-8575
(See our ad Fold Out Map)

476-6791

LIBERTY"FirstTRAILER
in QuaLitu" SALES

WELLS "0[E§§INO P[ANT
MEMPHIS PHONE

BRIGHTON PHONE

527-9045

476-6791

"Where Servicemen Are Always Welcome"
Located at Dacus Trailer City
P.O. Box 296

West Memphis, Ark.

NAVY TRAILER SALES

RE 5-4064

Hlghway 51, Millington, Tenn.

14 Miles North Millington Hwy. 51
Discount Sales
Millington __________________872.2535

(See our ad this Classification)
MOBILE HOMES-REPAIRS AND SERVICE

SHOP THE

5137

Easley

St.,

Millington

MOBILE HOME REPAIR SERVICE

4177 Kenosha

Memphis

_____________________872.3214

(See our ad this Classification)
Wallace E. Johnson Realty Co.
875 Rayner, Memphis _________________________272.2445
(See our ad on Fold Out Map)
Millington Homes,

lnc.

Road,

lvlillington

______________..____872.3329

(See our ad under Apartments)
Raleigh Real Estate & Insurance Center
4339 Stage Road, Memphis ____________________386.4040
(See our ad Outside Back Cover)

Nationwide Supply, Inc.-Restaurant Division
202 union Ave„ Memphis ______________________527.8438
RESTAURANTS

Anchor Cafe-Families Welcome
7899 Hwy. 51 North at Navy Rd., Millington ______872.4961

Memphis

._____._____________327-2086

Jean Surratt Realty Co.
Member American Real Estate Association
4990 Poplar, Suite 109, Memphis ___._________.._685.5464
Woolner Realty Company

4750 NAVY ROAD - MILLINGTON
929 SOUTH THIRD - MEMPHIS

3635 lAMAR - MEMPHIS
3323 N. WATKINS - FRAYSER

Chandler & Company
5137

Easley

St.,

Millington

____________________872.3214

(See oiir ad under Real Estate)
Millington Homes, lnc.

Furnished-Unfurnished Apartments & Duplexes

363-4532

Free Parking - Spotless Appearance
Fast Service

REAL ESTATE-RENTALS

4946 Navy Road,

Millington

______________.__.__872-3329

(See our ad under Apartments)
Woolner F}ealty Company
4645-51 Navy Road, Millington ____________.___._872.4300
(See our ad Inside Front Cover)

-.8-

Woolner Realty Company
4645.51 Navy F`oad, Millington __________________872.4300
(See our ad Inside Front Cover)
RESTAURANT SUPPLIES

Commercial Property for Rent or Sale
4946 Navy

FtENTALS

4645.51 Navy Road, Millington _________.__.___._872.4300
(See our ad Inside Front Cover)

The Sh,op At Your D.oor
Estimate on Insurance Repairs
No Job Too Large or Too Small

YELLOW PAGES

REAL ESTATE
Chandler & Company

Southland F`eal Estate
2377 Lamer Ave.,
Millington Mobile Homes
6794. Hwy. 51
N.,

i-

NICK CHANDLER USN, (Ret.)

PRE.TEEN SHOPS
Cole's Young Fashions

MEATS

& Seasoning

JOHN WHITE, USN (Ret.)

a® LZTfzL# H
4297 Stage Road,

* Sausage Grinding

Resort & Trailers on Terms - VA or FHA
Don't Lose Equity - Check our National Exchange
Around the Clock Service for Military Families
Save Time & Money - Check Our Listings

Katharine's Interiors
1575 Madison Aye., Memphis __________________274.6043
(See our ad under Interior Decorators)

2070 Alrways Blvd.

LUMBER a BUILDING MATEFtlALS
Hyman Biulders Supply, lnc.
1129 Florida, Memphis _________________________948.1644

Wholesale & Retail

Commercial - Farms - Homes - Retirement -

POTATO CHIPS

LADIES' READY TO WEAFt

Memphis

All Types of Property For Sale - Trade or Rent

872-4649

PICTURE FRAMING

JOB OPPOIITUNITIES
Union Central Life Insurance Co.
2308 Sterick Bldg., Memphis

Millington, Tenn.

Central Office Retired Armed Forces Association
872-1132

Memphis Downtown Travelodge

• Great Lakes

6784 Hwy. 51 N.

(INSURANCE)

5137 Easley st., Next to VFW

Family Units - Snack Bar

®
•
•
•

0900

CASCADE MOTEL

SHIPMATE DOWNING

DISCOUNT SALES

Open 7 Days A Week

Real Estate Sales & Services

MOTELS

MILLINGTON M0BILI] HOMH
SHIPMATE LEE

RESTAUFtANTS

MOTELS

MOBILE HOMES-FtEPAIFts AND SEFtvICE

JOB OPPORTUNITIES

Coletta's Italian Restaurants
No. 1-1063 S. Parkway East, Memi)his __________946-9163
No. 21940 Summer Aye., Memphis ____________685.6727

No. 3-Lakeland Playground
(See our ad Fold Out Base Map)
Pete's Waffle House

-9-

Breakfast-Waft,Ies-Short Orders-24 Hours A Day
5079

Na\/y

Road,

Millington

____.________________872-4904

IT

UPHOLSTERING

F}UGS & CAFtpETS-LEANING

We Spectaltze {7b P7.escriptio7i Footcoear
ONLY

Also Complete Children's Line of Regular Shoes

QUALIFIED

ALL FITTINGS GUARANTEED

PERSONNEL
FIT

JUNIOR SHOES, INC.

YOUR
CHILDREN

Where Fitting Is A Matt'eT of Professional PTide

5033 NAVY ROAD

872-0430

MILLINGTON

TELEVISIONS

RUGS & CARPETS-LEANING

Sears
7885 Hwy.

Fred Remmers & §om Rug (leaning [o.
Reweaving - Dyeing & Storage - Mottl Proofing

Kramer TV Discount Center
2130 Madison Ave., Memphis

40 Years Ea?clttsit)e Rttg Clea7tt7tg Ea:pe7.ie7tc.e
Memphis

.___872.0161

TELEVISIONS-NEW a USED

Wall.to.Wall Carpets - Upholstered Furniture Cleaned

319 Cumberlcind st.

51 North & Navy Road, Millington
(See our ad Inside Front Cover)

324-3704

__________________275-8282

THEATRES

* STRAND THEATRE *

SERVICE STATIONS

AIR-CONDITIONED

c&w seryice centers

"Yoiir Friendlu FarmiLu Theatre ln Downtown"

2 LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU

MILLINCTON

782:7¥#i)Sol N.

qg

629:72TLa4Yy26Rd.

MILLINGTON

TENN.

TIRES
Dixiemart
3645 Lamar Ave., Memphis ____________________363-3821
1230 N. Watkins, Memphis _____________________278.0611

NI E NI P 1[ I S
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Mccall Magazine Award Winning Park!
Conveniently located on bus line between Memphis
and Millington Naval Ail. Station . . . and only minutes
away from your base.
For more information write Memphis Mobil-City
3894 Thomas Street, Memphis, Tenn.

(See our ad Last Yellow Page)

SHOES-PRESCRIPTION
Junior Shoes, lnc.
5033 Navy Road, Millington ____________________872-0430
(See our ad this classification)
SHOPPING CENTF.RS
Plaza Merchants Association
Navy Road & Church St., Millington
(See our ad Inside Back Cover)

TRAILER HOMES
Dixieland Mobile Homes, lnc.
3873 N. Thomas (H\^/y. 51

N.) Memphis _~____.___357-1881
2426 Lamar (Hwy. 78 E.) Memphis ______________458-8575

(See our ad Fold Out Map)
Miwington Mobile Homes Discount Sales
6784 Hwy.
51
N.,
Millington
__________________872.2535

(See our ad under Mobile Homes)

SLIP COVERS

National Textile Stores
408 N. Cleveland, Memphis _________________...272.1221
(See our ad under Draperies)
STOCKS & BONDS
Orv`is Brothers & Co.
First National Bank Bldg.-Suite 1711
165 Madison Ave., Memphis __ ------------------ 526-7411
(See our ad under Investments)

TFIANSPOFtTATION

Transports, lnc.
Terminal-79 Jefferson, Memphis ________________526.4323
Office-203 S. Orleans St., Memphis ______________525.2224
(See our ad First Page Personnel Section for
Schedule to Base)

upHOLSTEFt|NG
Upholstery Center
967 Stage Ave.,

Memphis .___________..____.___358.0717

SHOP THE
YELLOW PAGES
-10-

-11-

FOR THE

NI E NI P 1] I S

NI 0 8 I L - C I T 1'

Mccall Magazine Award Winning Park!

ALL NEW & USED CARS Purchased from Us

CORRECT
TIME

Carry A 4,000-Mile or 90-Day Warranty
Plus

FREE OIL CHANGES

ANYTIME . . . JUST DIAL

Conveniently located on bus line between Memphis
and Millington Naval Air Station . . . and only minutes
away from your base.

``As long as you can

bring your car

into our shop for Lube lob
at regular price``

JAM-JAM-1

COMPLETE PAINT & BODY SHOP

For more information write Memphis Mobil-City
3894 Thomas Street, Memphis, Tenn.
OPEN SUNDAYS IN WHITEHAVEN
LOCATED 3 BLOCKS SOUTH
OF

ELVIS

PRESLEY'S

HOME

DOUTHIT-CARROLL
PONTIAC
1101

UNION

"Memphis' Oldest Pontkac Deater"

MILLINGTON BRANCH, 5052 Navy Road at "C" Street
RALEIGH BRANCH, 2984 Austin Peay Highway

272-3451

MEMPHIS

TENNESSEE

"mffffin ::+F#sIT,
thomostinnrvcumlme

IN JUST ONE HOUR"

¥,,ONE HOURDRYCLEANINGSERVICE
'

-121

3 HOURShirt&PantsSERVICEBEAUTIFULLYLAUNDEREDANDFINISHED

Peoples State Bank
Mil]lngton, Tennessee
8008 Highway 5l North

872-3338

Complete

DRIVE IN BRANCH
872-0151

Plaza Shopping Center

Banking Service

NAVAL BANKING FACILITY
Naval Air Station

Ext. 340

Member Federal Deposit
Insurance Corporation

SHOP OUR STORE FO
FAMOUS BRAND NAM
FURNITURE AND APPLIA
WE FEATURE
MERSMAN - RCA - LANE - BRODY
l!ONI .
lNG ROCK - INTERNATIONAL - JOHNSON
CARPER - PULLMAN - KROEHLER - FUTOR-

IAN STRATFORD - F 0 G L E - KINGSLEY THOMASVILLE - FURNITURE CITY OF GRAND

RAPIDS - HIBRITEN - a A S S E T T - DIXIE BROYHILL - BERNHARDT - WIEMAN - ST`

JOHN'S - ALONzl - FOX - GEORGE a. ZALOOM-AVAKIAN BROS.-DREXEL-KARPEN.

ffiuF®

EHiffiBiEL!Fw

!REsueitffihicE

Specializing ln L.lab.Il.Ity Insurance
FOR

MILITARY

+L\>Oe5

4`,
Ai,Qflo¢S

PEE3S®REREEEL

AMERICAN SERVICE ,REUTUAL !NSURANCE C®®
Rated at Ea=celLent bg AIfred M. Best Co., Inc., N.Y., N.Y.

CONTINENTAL INSURANCE UNDERWRITERS

PAY PLAN
AVAILABLE

Just WEST 0F WILLIS GATE

5429 Navy Road

Millingron, Tenh.

Phone 872-0134

H!i\:gsi`unrR2`±!iIN:{@:ffi

RALEIGH REAEL ESTATE & INSURANCE CENTER
"A Complete

386-404®

